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SINCE OPENING IN
PHILADELPHIA FIVE
YEARS AGO, VEDGE HAS
BECOME THE POSTER
CHILD OF CROSSOVER
APPEAL AMONG THE
MEAT-EATING PUBLIC.
PART OF ITS SUCCESS
LIES IN UNDERSTANDING
THE ATTRIBUTES, FLAVOR
PROFILE AND POTENTIAL
OF ANY GIVEN VEGETABLE—
NOT JUST THE PRETTY OR
POPULAR ONES.

Today, vegetable underdogs are having a moment. Simple yet underutilized ones like rutabagas, turnips, parsley root and certain greens
are proving they can stand on their own in the
most creative fashion—often with cost benefits.
They’re headlining first courses, appetizers
and the center of the plate, creating legions of
we-don’t-miss-the-meat fans in their wake.

Mind Over Meat

Treated right, root vegetables can make clever references to meat, with similar shapes,
textures and flavors. That type of experimentation explains how Vedge Chef-owner Richard Landau wins over the carnivore crowd
with rutabaga.
After applying nutritional yeast to a
shaved and roasted rutabaga salad, he
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noticed the root took on an almost cheesy
character. That led to a rutabaga rarebit
whipped with beer, Worcestershire and
mustard, eventually evolving into his biggest seller: rutabaga fondue. Roasted and
pureed rutabaga is whipped with miso, nutritional yeast and tofu mayo, served with
housemade pretzels, pickles and charred
onion ($12). “It’s cheesy, creamy and rich
with a cheddar color,” he says.
Parsnips are just as versatile. Chef John Fraser developed the “barbecued” glazed parsnip
rib in the early days of Dovetail in New York
City. They’re roasted, glazed with a tamarind-ginger sauce on the grill and then paired
with a Brussels sprouts salad. The result delivers big flavor, along with big profits.
“You can source really high-quality parsnips at a low price, so the food costs are surprisingly low,” says Nick Pfannerstill, Fraser’s
chef de cuisine.
At Portland, Oregon’s Natural Selection, Chef
Aaron Woo takes his parsnips in a more abstract direction, playing up as many textures as
possible. He confits parsnips overnight in olive
oil, purees and plates them, adds shaved baby
parsnips and blanched and fried parsnip chips
tossed in cider reduction before drizzling with a
watercress, parsley and lemon puree ($11).

R oot s for
Nincompoops

Go to
FOODFANATICS.COM
for more recipes.

RUTABAGAS
Looks like: A rough
exterior hiding an
orange soft side
Best when: Roasted,
whipped, shaved
or pureed
Pro tip: Mix them
up with other root
vegetables.

TURNIPS
Looks like: Endless
colors and varieties
Best when: Roasted,
charred, baked, sauteed
or steamed
Pro tip: Don’t waste
the leaves. Braise or
saute them.

Raiding the Root Cellar

As the variety of local produce diminishes in
certain parts of the county, root vegetables
have staying power.
“We like to work in tandem with the farmers,” says Chef Daniel Eddy of Rebelle in
New York City. “They’re pulling them out of
the root cellars where flavors develop over
the course of time—sugars are heightened,
starches diminish.”
Eddy carves baseball-sized turnips into
hockey puck shapes, chars and braises them
in honey, orange and lemon juices, and reduces the liquid to a glaze. In the bowl, he covers
them with a puree made from sunflower seeds
and the turnip trimmings, finishing the dish
with a vegetable consomme.
Chef Beverly Kim goes local for her turnip
dish at Parachute in Chicago, where she chars
hakurei turnips until caramelized, plates
them on top of Meyer lemon puree and garnishes with mizuna and toasted pumpernickel
crumble ($13).
“Most of the reason we utilize vegetables is
we want a balanced menu. It’s mostly to utilize
what we have locally here,” Kim says.

PARSNIPS
Looks like: A
white carrot
Best when: Roasted,
whipped, pickled
or fried
Pro tip: Large
parsnips can be woody
and tough. Go for the
small ones.

CELERY ROOT
Looks like: An alien
that burst from
someone’s chest
Best when: Roasted,
pureed, smoked and
fried—great for soup
Pro tip: Scrub it
and trim the ends.
Cleans up well.

Get this recipe for charred
turnips with Meyer lemon
on the following page.

Salt Baked

Are Vegetables
Cheaper than
Proteins?

It’s easy to believe that vegetables
cost less than protein. But it’s more
complicated than that when it comes
to overall food costs. Chefs sound off.
› “There’s a misconception that vegetables are cheap. Bad vegetables are
cheap. If you want really good vegetables grown by people that care about
them and aren’t mass-produced, you
have to spend some money. We try to
work with as many farmers as possible,
and that adds up.”
- Chef-owner Richard Landau at Vedge
› Parsnips are “a perfect complement to
the luxury items, like caviar and truffles.
It allows us to offer a range of dishes to
our guests and keep our menu one of
the most accessible in fine dining.”
- Chef de Cuisine Nick Pfannerstill
at Dovetail
› “We portion our vegetables just as
conscientiously as our meat because
if we overdo the portions, our food
cost can be off. It’s easy to overlook
that with vegetables.”
- Chef Beverly Kim at Parachute
› “I’m envious of my chef friends who
serve whole animals because we all
buy the same vegetables from the same
farmers, but they offset their vegetable
food costs with the fact that they’re
using all the parts of the animal. It actually lowers their food cost. Vegetables and
foraged items are really expensive.”
- Chef Aaron Woo at Natural Selection
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Pack everyday vegetables in salt and roast
them so they stay moist and the flavor penetrates through, says Justin Cogley, executive
chef at Aubergine in Carmel-by-the-Sea, California. They make an arresting presentation
after Cogley encases leeks, thyme, bay leaves
and pearl onions in a 50-50 salt-bread dough
and roasts them before serving to his guests.
“When you open it at the table, it gets all
steamy, and the dining room smells great,”
he says. Back in the kitchen, they’re removed
from the dough and plated with a caramelized
onion sauce and pickled raisins.
Fraser reassembles separated onion petals
with sliced truffles and maple butter, packs
them in salt and bakes them, then cracks them
open and garnishes with chopped, toasted hazelnuts, flowers or leaves, radish slices and thin
slices of green apple.
At Peck’s Arcade in Tory, New York, Chef
Nicholas Ruscitto makes a celery root carpaccio by baking the vegetable in salt seasoned
with cumin, coriander and fennel seed, and
then smoking it for 45 minutes. Cooled, the
celery root lands on a deli slicer for the thinnest slice before it’s plated with braised mustard seeds, sauce gribiche, pickled raisins and
salt-cured radishes ($8).
Chef Brandon Baltzley swaps out salt for coffee grinds to give beets their due beyond the
typical at 41-70 in Falmouth, Massachusetts.
After baking the beets in the grinds—a mixture
of 95 percent coffee grinds and 5 percent salt—
and allowing them to rest for three days, they’re
removed once they’re thin and dehydrated.
“You should end up with an aromatically
earthy, concentrated beet slice,” he says. “We
pair this with ricotta, made at the restaurant
from goat’s milk, and grilled thyme leaves.”

Odd Ones In

At Eleven Madison Park in New York City,
Chef Daniel Humm cooks with celtuce, a stem
lettuce more often used for its stalk than its
leaves. “It’s obscure to many but pretty widely known in Asian cooking,” he says. “It is very
versatile, and we use the entire vegetable—the
greens and the stalk—and you can prepare it
raw or cooked. When prepared, it almost has
the aroma of cooked rice, and I like to say it has
a texture similar to cucumber and celery.” He’s
shaved it into ribbons, pickled it and used it raw.
Benjamin Sukle, chef at Birch Restaurant in
Providence, Rhode Island, is also proving that a
vegetable has applications beyond the obvious.
He takes advantage of his farmer’s fall bumper

crop of mustard greens by pressing them
with salt for months until they’ve fermented.
They’re braised with field peas and paired with
pork shoulder. “It adds a lot more character,
a lot more backbone to the dish,” he says. “It
tastes like sauerkraut and greens combined.”
If you’re fortunate enough to have access to
a local fruit or vegetable like Baltzley, it can be
used during various stages of ripeness. Take, for
instance, the beach plums that grow on small
trees and shrubs along the Cape Cod shoreline.
Baltzley uses them when they are less ripe and
more acidic for raw fish preparations.
“When they are finally deep purple and
ready to pick, we make it into jam, pickle them
and serve them raw with beef, mushrooms
and other hearty mains,” he says. “A lot of wild
yeast covers their skin, so it’s very easy to make
nice natural vinegars out of them too.” n
Mike Sula, an award-winning food writer,
makes it a point to root for the underdog, especially underutilized vegetables. Follow him on
Twitter @MikeSula.

Charred Turnips with
Meyer Lemon and
Pumpernickel Crumble

A Brilliant Choice™
for chefs
since 1886.
Diamond Crystal® Kosher Salt
is pure salt with no additives.
With unique, hollow salt
crystals that are fragile enough
to crush between fingers
and perfect for controlled
seasoning, Diamond Crystal®
Kosher Salt is truly A Brilliant
Choice™.

Chef-owner Beverly Kim
Parachute, Chicago

1 Meyer lemon
¾ cup extra virgin oil, divided use
Salt to taste
½ loaf pumpernickel bread
Garlic powder as needed
Togarashi as needed
½ pound baby turnips
Mizuna leaves for garnish
Cut lemon into sections, removing seeds. Place in
blender and puree slowly while drizzling ¼ cup of
oil. Salt to taste; set aside.
Toast thinly sliced pumpernickel bread brushed
with ¼ cup oil at 350 F until thoroughly dry. Crumble and toss with garlic powder, togarashi and salt
to taste; set aside.
Scrub turnips clean and trim leaving a small stub
of the stem. Halve and toss with remaining oil. Heat
large saute pan and place turnips cut-side down and
sear until evenly caramelized. Place pan in preheated
350 F oven for 5 minutes. Season with salt.

®

Divide lemon puree among plates followed by
turnips. Top with 4 to 5 mizuna leaves and garnish
with pumpernickel crumble. Makes 3 servings.

www.diamondcrystalsalt.com

Find more

FREEDOM

Parsnips and Wild
Watercress

IN

Chef-owner Aaron Woo
Natural Selection, Portland, Oregon

FLAVOR

3½ pounds peeled parsnips, divided use
3 cups vegetable stock
1 herb sachet, your choice
½ tablespoon kosher salt plus extra as needed
1 quart fresh apple cider
1 tablespoon piment d’espelette
2 cups extra virgin olive oil
2 strips lemon peel
Lemon juice as needed
Oil for frying
3 cups wild watercress, washed
2 cups blond frisee
¼ cup lemon vinaigrette, your recipe
Black pepper as needed
Salsa verde, your recipe
Watercress puree, recipe follows
Edible flowers if desired

than ever before.

Cut 1½ pounds parsnips into 2-inch pieces,
combine with vegetable stock, herb sachet and
½ tablespoon salt and gently boil until just
tender; drain.
Bring cider, espelette and a pinch of salt to boil
and reduce to ½ cup; strain and set aside.
Slice remaining 2 pounds parsnips into 1-inch
pieces, toss with salt and set aside for 20 minutes;
rinse and pat dry. Combine with olive oil and lemon
strips; cover and simmer 4 to 6 hours or until
tender. Drain, cool and puree parsnips. Season
with salt and lemon juice to taste; keep warm.
At service, fry parsnips in oil preheated to 350 F
until golden brown; drain and toss with cider glaze.
Slice parsnip into strips and toss with greens and
vinaigrette. Season with salt and pepper.
Spread parsnip puree on 4 plates and spoon salsa
verde on top followed by salad. Top with fried
parsnips and then spoon dots of watercress puree
around the plate. Garnish with edible flowers if
desired. Makes 4 servings.
To make watercress puree, combine 8 cups
watercress and 2 cups parsley blanched and
shocked. Squeeze out excess water, chop finely
and add 1 teaspoon salt, ¼ teaspoon black pepper,
½ teaspoon fennel pollen and ½ teaspoon lemon
zest. Puree with an ice cube and slowly add ½ to
1 cup extra virgin olive oil. Push through sieve
and refrigerate.

Whisk in distinctive, mouthwatering ﬂavor to hot and cold applications
across your menu without the added step of cooking. The same Minor’s® bases,
concentrates and sauces long trusted by chefs are now ready to inspire and Ready to Flavor .
TM

Ready to Flavor means

According to the FDA and USDA, “Ready-to-Eat” means the food is in a
form that is edible without any additional preparation to achieve food safety.

ﬂavormeansbusiness.com/ReadyToFlavor
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IT’S PRIME TIME
FOR A NEW
GENERATION OF
STEAKHOUSES
BY CARLY FISHER AND LAURA YEE

Grilling meat, like the fat
cap, opposite page, over
a live fire fueled by maple
wood differentiates Chicago
steakhouse Maple & Ash.
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STEAKHOUSES, WHICH
HAVE COME TO SYMBOLIZE THE QUINTESSENTIAL
AMERICAN MEAL, ARE
UNDERGOING A TRANSFORMATION—ONE THAT
HEEDS THE SHIFTING PREFERENCES AND DISCERNING
TASTES OF TODAY’S DINER.

Executive Chef Danny
Grant's "spinalis" or
fat cap, which is not
listed on the menu,
sells out nightly
regardless of price.
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Beef is responsibly raised, often grass-fed
or prime. Less desirable cuts of meat (read:
lower-priced) have joined the ranks of their
high-end counterparts. Side dishes resemble first courses more than steak’s tagalong
friend now that they’re more inventive and
driven by the season.
“It’s taking what everyone loves and looking
at it through a new lens,” says Danny Grant, executive chef at Maple & Ash, one of seven modern steakhouses that have opened in Chicago
over the last 18 months.
Stalwarts, from Peter Luger (circa 1887)
in New York to Bern’s (circa 1956) in Tampa,
Florida, have proven they can endure fickle
and harsh economic times. Longevity and the
traits that identify them as classic steakhouses—moody, dimly lit dining rooms, leather
banquets and simple just-steak-on-a-plate
with all a la carte options—have worked in
their favor.
But trend-forward enterprising restaurateurs recognize that today’s diners seek the
stylish, adventurous and bold. “A steakhouse
has to be more than a steakhouse to stand out,”
Grant says. “We’re a steakhouse, but we’re not
a steakhouse.”
Such thinking may seem counterintuitive
considering the name, but it makes sense that

A wood-fueled live fire
is awesome but requires
additional training.

TREND

TRACKER

LAST SEEN
Wagyu and dry-aged prime steaks
mingle on the menu at B&B Butchers &
Restaurant in Houston while Guard and
Grace in Denver serves oak-fired prime
rib and a filet mignon flight featuring four
4-ounce cuts of prime, Angus and grassfed beef.
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next-generation steakhouses like Maple & Ash
aren’t driven entirely by steak. Their point of
deviation comes together as their persona.
For example, the menu is structured like
a steakhouse with sections dedicated to
meat, sides, appetizers and non-beef dishes.
But look “under the hood,” says Grant, who
earned two Michelin stars at his previous gig,
and it resembles a chef-driven restaurant. The
classic seafood tower is roasted, not steamed;
sauces feature classics like bearnaise but also
include caramelized shallots and roasted
bone marrow listed under “Arm Candy.”
“We’re not scared to take risks,” says Grant,
citing his “I Don’t Give a F*@K!” menu option. For $145 per person, the menu description says, “Let us take care of you.”
“We just keep sending out food until you say
stop,” Grant says.
More often than not, modern steakhouses
offer luxe add-ons, such as foie gras, lobster and
king crab, as well as a high-end surf and turf.
Swift & Sons, also in Chicago, offers an 8-ounce
fat cap with 1½-pound lobster for $72.
Cuts of steak and the type of meat are differentiators that go beyond the norm. Swift
& Sons offers wagyu from America, Australia
and Japan, as well as prime cuts, such as an
8-ounce fillet and a 34-ounce aged porterhouse. Prices start at $45 and cap at $100.
It’s not unusual for a chef to partner with a
rancher or even own the farm, like Renee Erickson of Bateau in Seattle [see sidebar].
The menu is only part of the equation for the
updated steakhouse. Design-forward spaces
and service are also shaping the transformation. “We wanted the opposite of the white
linen, stuffy atmosphere that typifies your traditional steakhouse,” says Executive Chef Tim
Kolanko of Stake Chophouse & Bar in Coronado, California. “We created the polar opposite:
black onyx, marble, sleek and contemporary.”
For service, tableside presentation is stepping up, fascinating millennials who have never experienced it while dialing up the nostalgia
factor for baby boomers. At the Salt Cellar in
St. Paul, Minnesota, a 20-ounce sirloin culotte
is sliced and plated tableside with two self-selected sides and sauce Choron for $65.
“Tableside is just a fun way to engage your
diners,” says Alan Bergo, the restaurant’s executive chef. “It’s also a way to talk about the ingredients we use and why we use them. It’s the
customer’s direct tie to the kitchen.” n

Airy
Crunchy

Golden
Goodness

They’re not just any chip. We’re talkin’ new House Cuts® Lattice Chips. The ‘holes’
make them lighter, crunchier, more flavorful. And with just three simple ingredients –
potatoes, oil and sea salt – Lamb Weston® makes great chips even better.
See what’s possible with potatoes at LambWeston.com
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IN G T HE S T E A K
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A beloved classic keeps tradition
while two new concepts redefine the
American steakhouse.
NAME AND LOCATION: Bateau, Seattle
YEAR OPENED: 2015
STEAK OPTIONS: Whole animal butchered
in-house; primal and subprimal cuts available.
PREP METHOD: Salt and butter-basted in
steel pans.
STEAK PRICE RANGE: Sold by weight,
$18 to $180 for larger cuts serving
multiple people.
ONLY HERE: Chef-owner Renee Erickson
and partners Jeremy Price and Chad Dale
own La Ferme des Anes, a farm where they
raise grass-fed and finished French-bred
cattle. Whole carcasses hang in the aging
room visible from the dining room.
NAME AND LOCATION: Delmonico’s,
New York City
YEAR OPENED: 1837
STEAK OPTIONS: Five cuts including the
namesake Delmonico (boneless rib-eye)
aged six weeks.
PREP METHOD: Seasoned with salt and
pepper, basted with butter, grilled and
topped with herbed compound butter.
STEAK PRICE RANGE: $49 to $120
ONLY HERE: America’s oldest fine-dining
restaurant, surviving the Great Depression
and the Great Recession. Birthplace of the
Delmonico steak, eggs Benedict, baked Alaska, lobster Newburg and chicken a la Keene.
First restaurant to have a printed menu.
NAME AND LOCATION: Quality Eats,
New York City
YEAR OPENED: 2015
STEAK OPTIONS: Five cuts including flat
iron, hangar and brisket.
PREP METHOD: Grilled or braised.
STEAK PRICE RANGE: $19 to $35
ONLY HERE: West Village neighborhood
steakhouse opened by Michael Stillman and
helmed by former fine dining Chef Ryan
Bartlow. All cuts are subprimal with sides
from $7 to $9. Highest priced steak option
is $35 per person for Jerk Brisket & Fixins.
Billed as an "affordable steakhouse."
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YOU BRING
the

SIZZLE.

Broccolini is the new
broccoli, which can be
found grilled or sauteed
at old school and new
school steakhouses.

THE MOST AMAZING DISHES BEGIN WITH THE FINEST CUTS OF MEAT.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT
The modern steakhouse is emerging during
improved economic conditions.

pounds per person by the end of the year,
about a half pound more than 2015.

THE WORST U.S. DROUGHT in half a century—

CHEFS HAVE BEEN OFFERING underutilized and

which took hold in 2012 and set record-high beef
prices—is over. Ranchers have been building
their stocks.
EARLIER THIS YEAR, the price of grain fell,

prompting feedlot owners to keep cattle longer
so the animals could increase in weight and
bring in higher prices. Grain prices increased
midyear, but projections for more cattle remain
unchanged for 2017.
PRICES FOR BEEF have been falling, which
means Americans are projected to eat 54.3

less expensive cuts for the last several years.
This will continue to help fuel consumption.
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture

TOP CUTS

(4-YEAR GROWTH RATE)

Hanger Steak, 67.9 percent
Skirt Steak, 17.7 percent
Rib-eye, 3 percent
Source: Datassential MenuTrends, 2011 to 2015

At Stock Yards®, we’ve been providing chefs with expertly cut and portioned
steaks and chops for over 120 years. Our master butchers meticulously prepare
every quality aged cut so that when it arrives in your kitchen, it’s 100% prepped
and ready for your next masterpiece. Let us cut something special for you.
Contact your US Foods® Sales Representative to learn more.

IN THE

SKY
REACH HIGHER THAN THE
PREDICTABLE FOR TAKES ON
THE ICONIC APPLE DESSERT
BY DAVID TAMARKIN

WHEN A DESSERT IS AS
ALL-AMERICAN AS APPLE
PIE, IT’S JUST ASKING FOR
IMPROVISATION. THAT’S
A GOOD THING IF YOUR
VERSION LEADS TO HIGHER
CHECK AVERAGES AND
DINER SATISFACTION.

Amping up apple pie can be as simple as changing a few components. At Mindy’s Hot Chocolate in Chicago, Chef-owner Mindy Segal uses
pork fat in the crust. In New York City, Pastry
Chef Serena Chow of Kat & Theo goes with a
shortbread crust, filling her miniature onebite pies with apple compote lightly seasoned
with black pepper and cardamom.
Some pastry chefs are pushing the apple pie
even further, to places it hasn’t gone before. As
these three examples show, sometimes that
means making an apple pie that isn’t a pie at all.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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AN ODD COUPLE: Apple Pie
with Chocolate

A BLUSH-INDUCING TWIST:
Apples Meet Corn and Flower

› Bourbon Apple & Valrhona Caramelia
Crumb Pie ($10)
› Formerly of Community Tavern, Chicago

› The Apple Hibiscus Crostata ($18)
› Quality Eats, New York City

Inspiration: Pastry Chef Elissa Narrow self-identifies as an apple pie “traditionalist,” but she
couldn’t resist experimenting with the inclusion
of one special ingredient: Valrhona’s Caramelia
chocolate. “This particular chocolate is a caramelized milk chocolate,” she says. “It’s more or less a
vehicle for caramel flavor.” While chocolate is an
uncommon addition to apple pie, Narrow had a
hunch that this chocolate would fit in nicely. And
so far, she’s been right.
Food cost: 26 percent

Bourbon Apple and
Valrhona Caramelia
Crumb Pie
Pastry Chef Elissa Narrow
Formerly of Community Tavern, Chicago

4 cups flour plus 2 tablespoons, divided use
12 ounces unsalted butter, divided use
1¼ teaspoons salt, divided use
½ teaspoon cider vinegar
¼ cup cold water
1½ teaspoons salt
¾ cup sugar, divided use
8 ounces Valrhona Caramelia, melted
6 to 8 apples*
¼ cup brown sugar
1 teaspoon Vietnamese cinnamon
¼ cup bourbon
1½ teaspoons lemon juice
Chocolate shavings as needed
Combine 2½ cups flour with ½ teaspoon salt in a food
processor and then add 8 ounces of cubed cold butter.
Pulse into pea-sized crumbs. Add vinegar and water to
form dough. Press into a flat circle and refrigerate
2 to 3 hours.
Mix together 1½ cups flour and ¼ teaspoon salt; set
aside. Cream remaining butter and ½ cup sugar and
add melted chocolate. Work in flour and salt mixture to
form a crumble. Chill until needed.
Core and slice apples into wedges and toss apples
with remaining sugar and brown sugar, cinnamon, lemon juice and bourbon. Macerate at least 1 hour. Strain
liquid and reduce by half. Pour reduced juices over
apples and mix with remaining flour and remaining salt.
Roll out dough for a 9-inch pie pan and crimp
edges. Add filling and bake in preheated 400 F oven
for 45 minutes. Sprinkle crumble on top and bake 20
to 30 minutes until juices start bubbling. Garnish with
chocolate shavings. Makes 1 9-inch pie.
*Use a variety of baking apples with varying acidity
and sweetness.
22
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Inspiration: Pastry Chef Cory Colton wanted to
include an Italian element in a dessert and landed
on polenta. He adds a handful of cornmeal to his pie
crust. The dessert’s crunchy sensation has led Colton
to never make a pie crust without polenta. But the
ingredient isn’t the first thing customers notice about
the dessert. He also includes hibiscus in the filling,
which adds a rhubarblike flavor and “infuses the
apples with an almost fuchsia color,” Colton says.
Food cost: 22 percent

Apple Hibiscus Crostata
Executive Pastry Chef Cory Colton
Quality Eats, New York City

5 cups flour
6½ tablespoons instant polenta
11¼ tablespoons sugar
3¼ teaspoons salt
1¾ cup unsalted butter, cubed and chilled
½ cup cold water
2 eggs, divided use
1 cup almond paste
8 tablespoons butter, room temperature
5 tablespoons cake flour
4 pounds apples, peeled
2½ cups apple cider
6 tablespoons honey
1 teaspoon cinnamon
¼ teaspoon nutmeg
½ vanilla bean, split
4 tablespoons hibiscus flowers
¼ cup slurry
Egg wash
Combine flour, polenta, 8 tablespoons sugar and salt. Mix
in butter until the mixture forms crumbs the size of lentils.
Mix 1 egg with water and mix into dough until it just
comes together. Do not over mix. Shape into a ball,
wrap in plastic and refrigerate at least 1 hour.
Cream almond paste with remaining sugar to make
frangipane. Add butter and blend until smooth; add
remaining egg and mix in cake flour; set aside.
Core and dice apples; set aside. Bring cider, honey,
spices, vanilla and hibiscus flowers to a boil. Steep 20
minutes. Strain and return liquid to heat. Stir in slurry,
add apples and cook until apples are tender.
Roll dough to just under ¼-inch to form 5-inch circles.
Pipe frangipane ½-inch thick in the middle of the
dough to form a square. Brush edges with egg wash.
Spoon apples onto the frangipane and pinch sides
together to enclose filling. Repeat.
Bake crostatas on parchment-lined baking sheets in
preheated 350 F oven 25 to 35 minutes until crust is
golden. Makes 4 crostatas.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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A SLICE OF DECONSTRUCTION:
Apple Pie-Inspired Cookies
› Apple pie snickerdoodles for ice cream
sandwiches ($3 each)
› 492, Charleston, South Carolina
Inspiration: Pastry Chef Amanee Neirouz’s
specialty is stuffed cookies, a passion that began
with peanut butter and jelly. Snickerdoodles
inspired the crust for her apple pie rendition
that’s stuffed with apples. “The snickerdoodle
is the cinnamon on the apple pie,” she says.
The cookies are then used to make ice cream
sandwiches filled with brown butter or cheddar
ice cream.
Food cost: 16 percent

Apple Pie Snickerdoodles
Pastry Chef Amanee Neirouz
492, Charleston, South Carolina

2 Granny Smith apples
2 Honeycrisp apples
1 tablespoon butter
3 tablespoons light brown sugar
2 tablespoons cinnamon, divided use
¼ teaspoon kosher salt
2 tablespoons cornstarch
1 tablespoon water
2½ cups flour
2 teaspoons cream of tartar
1 teaspoon baking soda
½ teaspoon kosher salt
8 ounces unsalted butter, softened
1¾ cups sugar, divided use
½ teaspoon vanilla
2 eggs at room temperature
Peel, core and dice apples. Melt butter in saucepan, add apples, brown sugar, 1½ teaspoons
cinnamon and salt. Cook on low until the apples are
soft. Combine cornstarch with water and stir into
apples until thick and bubbly, about 2 to 3 minutes.
Cool and refrigerate.
Whisk together the flour, cream of tartar, baking
soda and salt; set aside. Cream butter and 1½ cups
sugar until light and fluffy. Beat in vanilla and eggs.
Stir in flour mixture. Chill 30 minutes. Combine
remaining sugar and cinnamon.
Shape dough by heaping a tablespoon into a ball.
Flatten and place a teaspoon of the chilled apple
mixture into the cookie. Gently wrap the dough
around the filling, then roll the ball in the
cinnamon sugar mixture. Bake on parchmentlined baking sheets 8 to 10 minutes until cookies
are slightly puffy and set in the center. Makes
3 dozen cookies. n

David Tamarkin is an editor at Epicurious.com.
He’s always on the lookout for riffs on classics.
Follow him on Twitter: @DavidTamarkin.
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Apple

OF YOUR EYE
To achieve complex flavors and textures in pie,
expert bakers opt for an assortment of apple
varieties. Granny Smith is the most common goto, usually paired with a sweeter variety like the
versatile Honeycrisp.
PINK LADY
A descendant of the Golden Delicious, this is a
tarter specimen just as good raw as it is baked.
Best availability: Washington region
ROME BEAUTY
Perhaps one of the best pie apples, this type
only gets richer in flavor when baked.
Best availability: Ohio and North Carolina area
PAULA RED
Discovered in 1960 by a grower who named
the apple after his wife, this variety is sweet,
juicy and tart.
Best availability: Midwest
RUBY FROST
This relatively new apple—developed in 2011 by
Cornell University’s apple breeding program—
was created to achieve the perfect balance
between sweet and tart.
Best availability: New York region
Sources: New York Apple Association; Washington
Apple Commission; North Carolina Apple Growers
Association

foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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Roasted carrots with lentils
and tamarind combine East
and West cultures at 1760
in San Francisco.

THE CULTURAL MASHUP
OF THE ’90S IS BACK
(JUST DON’T CALL IT
THE F-WORD)

Pork sisig, a classic Filipino dish,
is Americanized with pork butt
standing in for pig’s head at 1760.

BY KATE LEAHY

REMEMBER WASABI
MASHED POTATOES? MOST
OF US WOULD RATHER NOT.
WHILE FUSION FOOD HAS
YET TO SHED ITS REPUTATION AS TRYING TOO HARD
TO MESH CULTURES, IT
NEVER REALLY WENT AWAY.
INSTEAD, IT’S BEING LED
BY A NEW GENERATION OF
CULTURE BENDERS WHO
WANT LITTLE TO DO WITH
PAN-ASIAN ANYTHING.

“I don’t think we’ve gotten over the word fusion,” says Chris Jaeckle, executive chef of
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All’onda, an Italian restaurant with Japanese
influences, and co-founder of Uma Temakeria, a chef-driven fast casual serving sushi
hand rolls, both based in New York City. “I do
think that chefs never really stopped playing
with ingredients.”
As chefs mine their heritage and the culinary world embraces foods from Argentina
to India and everywhere in between, culinary
mashups are thriving. These days, dishes
such as escargot congee at Patina in Los Angeles and pimento fundido with gochujang at
Succotash in National Harbor, Maryland, are
becoming the new norm.
“(Fusion) tended to take the cultures of
certain foods and bring them together,” says
Brian Nasajon, chef-owner of Beaker & Gray
in Miami. “This isn’t that. What you’re starting to see is a new type of cuisine that is based
on ingredients.”

TREND

TRACKER

LAST SEEN
@TroisFamilia Chefs Ludo Lefebvre, Jon
Shook and Vinny Dotolob blend French
and Mexican cuisines into dishes loaded
with flavors at their Los Angeles brunch
joint. Think double-decker potato tacos
with lime, creme fraiche, carrot pico and
jack cheese.
@Porch_Light_Latin_Kitchen Andre
Gomez seamlessly infuses Puerto Rican
and new American flavors into his Smyrna,
Georgia, restaurant with items like sofrito
mac ‘n’ cheese and cumin spiced St.
Louis-style ribs.

Banks White at the Keystone
in San Francisco fuses Asian
flavors with an American favorite:
pancakes with Korean shortrib
and chili lemongrass marmalade.
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The New Global Pantry

Does a modern American restaurant have the
leeway to mirror a melting pot society? Brad
Miller, executive chef-partner of Ox and Son in
Santa Monica, California, thinks so.
“When you have a New American restaurant, you have carte blanche to use whatever is
available to make the food,” he says. “It’s about
flavors that go well together.”
Miller uses tried-and-true combinations to
create new dishes: fish with citrus, meat with
mushrooms, fried chicken with coleslaw. For
his take on fried chicken, Miller fries duck
confit and serves it with a slaw comprising red
cabbage kimchee and napa cabbage. The key
is finding balance, Miller says. “You get the
crunch, the vinegar from the coleslaw, the heat
from the kimchee.”
At Beaker & Gray, Nasajon makes seemingly
at-odds ingredients work for him, like sherry
vinegar, rice noodles, shiso and queso fresco.
“We know what’s sweet, what’s smoky, what’s
meaty,” he says. “It’s our job to figure out how
to marry them.”
This type of experimentation can lead
to breakthroughs. While explaining a dish
of yellow coconut curry with Chinese sausage and snow crab to his staff, Nasajon realized something was missing. He grabbed
the cilantro-heavy chimichurri reserved
for grilled skirt steak and drizzled it on top.
Problem solved.
“It was that little blast of acid, sweetness and
herbs that the dish really needed,” he says.
The menu at 1760 in San Francisco also
runs global. “I grew up Filipino-American,
and I know Asian flavors,” says Executive
Chef Carl Foronda. “But I was trained in
Western technique.”
Foronda blends these two influences for
dishes such as roasted carrots with tamarind,
lime and puffed mung beans, and little gem
salad with buttermilk wasabi dressing. For
the carrot dish, mung beans take the place of
French lentils. As for the wasabi powder? It reminds him of horseradish. Foronda also makes
sisig, a rich braised Filipino pork dish, but his
is lighter; he replaces the standard-issue fried
egg with a sieved hard-boiled egg and adds ginger aioli and brunoise kohlrabi.
“It’s you as a chef identifying what you like
about a dish and creating a database,” he says.
“Everything is up for grabs until it’s proven
wrong—or right.”

Fusion Abroad

Cuisine is always expanding and transforming,
even beyond borders. Mexican food, a prime
example of this, often gets overlooked for multicultural influence, says Matt Gandin, executive chef at Comal in Berkeley, California. Case
in point: Tacos al pastor evolved from shawarma, brought over by Lebanese and Syrian
immigrants. Gandin thinks Mexican cooking
techniques and ingredients are just as adaptable to California tastes.
“When I develop dishes on the menu, I take
the approach as if I were someone coming
from Mexico and was transplanted in the Bay
Area,” Gandin says. “It’s Mexican food filtered
through that lens.”
Would braised artichokes and epazote
ever meet on a menu in Mexico? Probably
not, but the dish complements the rest of his
menu when local artichokes are in season.
He also makes “romesco verde,” a play on a
Spanish romesco sauce he makes by blending tomatillos, pickled jalapenos, tortillas,
pepitas and poblano chilies to top grilled
spring onions. At Passover and Hanukkah,
Gandin infuses classics from his Jewish heritage with Mexican flavors, braising brisket
in ancho chili adobo.
“We’re not living in a vacuum,” he says. “It’s
a global world.”
At Madrina in Dallas, Executive Chef Julio
Peraza interprets Mexican cuisine through his
background in French technique, a combination that has allowed him to explore the similarities between the cuisines.
“French cuisine is a lot more refined,” Peraza says. “Mexican cuisine is more about home
cooking. But the braises, the way they season
things—you can sense how these two cultures
can be tied together.”
Peraza likes to mix and match the two in
dishes such as bean-filled enchiladas, known
as enfrijoladas. Instead of filling the housemade cilantro tortillas with beans, he turns
the beans into a puree for a sauce; the tortillas
get filled with duck confit instead. The confit is
mostly French—with some Mexican leanings.
The meat is cooked in duck fat with a mix of
Mexican and French herbs, including cilantro stems and thyme sprigs. For any of this to
work, Peraza stresses subtlety.
“I try to incorporate two cultures into one,
but I’m not putting 10 different items on one
plate,” he says.

how to
avoid fusion
confusion?
stay focused.

Watch the texture
To subtly mix French and Mexican flavors at
Madrina, Executive Chef Julio Peraza ensures
the batter is light and barely noticeable for his
fried mushrooms with poblano veloute. “You
don’t want to confuse people into thinking it’s
tempura vegetables.”
This doesn’t always mean that
At Ox and Son, Executive Chef-partner Brad
Miller finds versatility with miso for fish marinades and as a seasoning for grilled tomatoes to
add umami and depth. “But I would never serve
miso soup,” he says.
Don’t go overboard
Executive Chef Matt Gandin takes liberties with
many parts of the menu at Comal—even making
banh mi-style pork belly tacos. But he knows
where to draw the line. “With moles, I stay very
traditional,” he says.

Burritos Bounce Back

Burritos are right up there with burgers as
some of the most recognizable food in the
country. Created in America with Mexican undertones, burritos are being reinvented once
again with global spins that allow for new—and
often healthier—combinations. And who are
the biggest fans for this type of dish?
“Millennials,” says Walter Abrams, executive
chef at Dabba, a San Francisco-based fast-casual sibling of Avatar’s, an Indian-Mexican-Caribbean restaurant in Sausalito, California.
“They are healthy, they are food enthusiasts,
and, for the most part, they are open-minded.”
At Dabba, burritos or tacos are made with
whole-wheat paratha, an Indian flatbread that
Abrams makes with olive oil in place of butter.
Fillings include blackened chicken with pumpkin braised with fenugreek, mustard seeds,
ginger, garlic and tomato. Rice mixed with
chickpeas forms the base of the burrito, while
pickles, fruit chutney, herb chutney, tamarind
sauce and yogurt accompany each order.
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Burritos can also cut the guesswork for customers making sense of a new food idea. When
Jaeckle first introduced the idea of temakerias—popular counter-service spots in Brazil
selling cone-shaped hand rolls—he thought
the affordable option would appeal to New
Yorkers who liked sushi. But when the menu
at Uma Temakeria didn’t resonate with diners
at first due to confusion over temaki, he added
sushi burritos. These oversized maki wrapped
in nori took off, and sales went up for both burritos and temaki.
“It was about eliminating the education process,” Jaeckle explains. “The key is to figure out
a way to not be confusing.” n

Go to
FOODFANATICS.COM
for more recipes.

Award-winning cookbook author Kate Leahy will take today’s fusion over the old school
versions any day. Follow her on Twitter
@KateLeahy.

Wild Setas with Tempura
and Green Poblano Sauce
Executive Chef Julio Peraza
Madrina, Dallas

½ onion, chopped
5 garlic cloves
5 cups poblano peppers, deseeded and chopped
3 tablespoons oil
2 cups cream
1 cup milk
½ cup vegetable stock
Salt and pepper to taste
1 cup rice flour
2 ounces Topo Chico, chilled
2 ounces vodka, chilled
2 ounces Mexican beer, chilled
1 teaspoon cornstarch
¼ teaspoon salt
4 ounces trumpet mushrooms, thickly sliced
4 ounces brown beech mushrooms, cut into
pieces
2 tablespoons maitake mushrooms, cut into
pieces
Oil as needed for frying
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Bok Choy with Pepita
Chile de Arbol Salsa
Executive Chef Matt Gandin
Comal, Berkeley, California

1 quart hulled pumpkin seeds
5 dried chilies de arbol, stemmed
3 medium garlic cloves
1 cup extra virgin olive oil, plus extra for grilling
½ bunch scallions, sliced
Salt as needed
½ pound bok choy, rinsed and halved
Lime as needed
Spread pumpkin seeds and chilies separately onto
a baking sheet and toast in a preheated 375 F oven
for about 10 minutes or until golden brown, stirring
occasionally. Cool.

Saute onion, garlic and chilies in oil until translucent, about 10 minutes. Add cream, milk and stock
and reduce by half, about 45 minutes. Puree and
season with salt and pepper to taste.

Place all but ½ cup of pumpkin seeds in a food
processor with chilies and garlic. With machine running, slowly add the olive oil until it reaches a slightly
chunky consistency. Transfer to a bowl and stir in
remaining pumpkin seeds. Season with salt; set aside.

Whisk together flour, Topo Chico, vodka, beer,
cornstarch and salt. Coat mushrooms with batter
and fry in oil preheated to 350 F until golden
brown. Drain; sprinkle with salt and pepper. Serve
with poblano cream sauce. Makes 2 servings.

Heat grill and brush bok choy with oil and sprinkle
with salt, grill until just crisp and transfer to bowl.
Brush with salsa, cover and let steam for a few minutes. Sprinkle with lime juice and scallions. Makes
2 servings.

foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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TREND TRACKER

The heat index on what’s happening

TIME TO
LOVE YOUR
FREELOADERS

Wood is good.
Chefs are getting back to the basics
of live fire, which imparts awesome
flavor, intense heat and smokiness.
LAST SEEN: Argentine-American
restaurant El Che Bar in Chicago is
forsaking cooking gas in favor of a
custom-built open hearth; wood-fired
cooking transcends at Trifecta Tavern
& Bakery in Portland, Oregon, where
maple wood, orange wood and grape
vine stalks infuse the restaurant’s
cocktail menu.

Everyone goes bonkers for babka,
served straight up as bread pudding or
sandwiching ice cream.
LAST SEEN: Russ & Daughters Cafe in New
York City whips chocolate babka into a
French toast with sour cream and berries.
Cinnamon rolls and babka find a love child
in the salted caramel pecan babka roll at
The Sycamore Kitchen in Los Angeles.

Izakayas
take
adventurous
palates
underground.
Enterprising restaurateurs are winning
over the late-night crowd with
Japanese-inspired bites at beer- and
sake-fueled pubs known as izakayas.

Diners get buttered
up on English
muffins, which can
go beyond breakfast.
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LAST SEEN: The subterranean izakaya
at Chicago’s Momotaro draws in
the casual crowd while also keeping
customers waiting for tables
happily quenched; Izakaya Kichinto
in Portland, Oregon, brings the heat
with housemade noodles and Japanese-inspired bar bites.

Tableside carts
pull out all the
stops, from
dim sum-style
pick-and-choose
small plates to
made-to-order
cocktails.

More people are working
remotely—and looking to
restaurants for food, drink
and internet. Cash in on
squatters by offering them
a reason to spend.

Poke bowls win over diners.
Hawaiian raw fish concepts are proliferating. Load up bowls of fresh fish with
add-ins like bamboo rice, kelp noodles,
creamy mayos and spicy Sriracha ponzu.
LAST SEEN: Motomaki in Boulder,
Colorado, serves soy-marinated Hamachi
with sesame oil, garlic chili and taro
chips; guests can build their own with
tuna, mango, ponzu-lime sauce, macadamia nuts and ginger at Sweetfin Poke in
Santa Monica, California.

Find the
flame to see
what’s hot.

#TrendTracker

Fusion
is no
longer
a dirty
word.

Early bird gets the
worm with chefdriven fast casuals.
Fine-dining chefs
amp up the fastcasual game with new
concepts proliferating
around the country.
This trend shows no
signs of slowing down,
so hop to it.

Some things aren’t
meant for sharing—
like bar soap.
Call them uptight,
but most diners just
can’t get down with
wall-mounted Frenchstyle soap hooks.

Forget all those terrible
fusion concepts from
the ’90s. It’s all about
pairing authentic,
regional ingredients
that just work.

Steakhouses up
their game.
They’re sexier, better
looking and smarter—
proving that carnivores are alive and
well in an ever-growing crowd of meatless
options. Swallow that,
vegetable lovers.

Lazy
marketing
hurts
everyone.

Snuff
out
overly
friendly
servers.
Trust us. No one wants
the server to sit down
with the diners or lean
in too close.
TRY THIS INSTEAD:
Everyone wants an
informed waitstaff that
can share information about the food’s
origin and how it was
prepped.

Checked your business
email lately? How about
your restaurant’s website?
If the answer is no, you’re
losing out on press and
diners unable to track
down your latest menu.
Spot-check daily.

For real—stop with the
truffle fries.
Yes, truffle fries are an easy
sell. But it’s a tired idea. You
can do better than that—we
know you can.
TRY THIS INSTEAD: Turn to
alternative root vegetables
and unexpected spices to
make kick-ass fries.

SOUS VIDE
OVERSATURATION.
Yes, sous vide is a technique
that chefs revere. But diners
don’t need to know the exact
temperature of that slow-cooked
egg on your brunch menu.
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stepping it up
Earlier this year, US Foods® unveiled its We Help You Make It
campaign to underscore our commitment to helping you—our
customer—make it in this tough industry. From inspiring menus
with new products and recipes, to attracting more diners with
great marketing tools to optimizing operations with best in class
technology solutions, we are here to help you become more
successful. The goal of Food Fanatics® is the same—to bring
you relevant, thought provoking content that inspires, informs,
and sparks new ideas for your business.
This issue and those to follow are stepping it up to help you
make it. Get inspired to put a new twist on old favorites like
apple pie, and dig into what culinary fusion means to today’s
restaurants. Attract more diners with a fresh look at your place
settings, avoid common diner pet peeves, and optimize your
operations with cloud-based technology. Plus, take a minute
to read the article on tipping. With minimum wage increasing
and well-known chefs and restaurant groups choosing to forgo
gratuities at their restaurants, the topic of tipping is on fire in our
industry right now.
Finally, check out the new and improved foodfanatics.com. We’ve
made it easier to share your favorite Food Fanatics content, learn
about our events and continue the Food Fanatics conversations on
social media. Tell us what you think about the new site, this issue,
and what you would like to see next @FoodFanatics.

Go to FoodFanatics.com to learn more.
Follow the movement @foodfanatics
Join the conversation #foodfanlive

Pietro Satriano
President and Chief Executive Officer
US Foods
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MAKE AUTHENTIC TASTE

YOUR SPECIALTY

You cook to bring people together. And only Sterling Silver Premium Meats delivers the superior beef offering your patrons
are looking for. Because when you’re cooking for others, you deserve guaranteed tenderness, juiciness and flavor in every cut.
With superior ingredients at your disposal, creating great dishes has never been easier. Learn more at sterlingsilvermeats.com
SterlingSilverMeats.com | 800.757.2079 | © 2016 Cargill Meat Solutions. All Rights Reserved.

PHOTOGRAPHY THINK STOCK

plug
in
AND PROFIT
WIN OVER AND
BENEFIT FROM
WI-FI FREELOADERS
BY KATE ROCKWOOD
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Find more ways
to maximize
#DigitalNomads
@FoodFanatics
At Bolsa Mercado in Dallas, the drink of
choice switches around 4 p.m. as well. “It’s still
very much the computer crowd, but they’re
more relaxed, having a late bite and a $5 beer,
finishing up their reports,” says Director of Operations Justo Blanco.

of 4.3 percent from 2011 to 2016, according to
the latest IBIS World report.

Make Your Wi-Fi Work for You

Reliable access to the internet is table stakes
for any remote worker—but free, unlimited
Wi-Fi can encourage crowding without covering the cost of an industrial router and enough
bandwidth to support 50-plus people at a time.
“When we had no Wi-Fi, people grumbled and left; when we had free Wi-Fi, people
would hang out writing all day, and other diners would come in, order a sandwich and have
nowhere to sit,” says Margulies. The compromise that worked to minimize the crowds and
buoy revenues: a two-hour Wi-Fi time limit, at
which point diners are automatically kicked
offline and asked by a third-party service if
they’d like to purchase an internet day pass.
That means the diner who’s been online all day
is a paying customer—even if she hasn’t bought
anything since breakfast. “And now I make a
couple thousand dollars a month selling WiFi,” Margulies says.

They’ll stake out a table and stay for hours,
slurping up Wi-Fi and electricity. Are they
freeloaders who should be shunned, or customers worth embracing?
If you chose the latter, you’re onto something. These customers are digital nomads—
freelancers and independent contractors—
whose population is growing. Catering to them
can pay off.
“Having a good place for people to work
can be as much of an attraction as the food
we sell,” says Larry Margulies, owner of Pavement Coffeehouse, which has six Boston-area
locations. “But it’s a tricky balance because as
an owner, you still need to maximize dollar
per seat per hour.”

Nearly 54 million Americans—more than
one-third of the workforce—freelance, according to a 2015 Edelman study. And they’re not
only moonlighters: Nearly 20 million freelancers identify as independent contractors, who
don’t have a traditional employer. Analysts expect the numbers to grow as more companies
outsource and technology allows workers to
connect from anywhere.
“More places are making a visible effort to
appeal to these so-called digital nomads who
want to stay and linger for a while,” says Jill
Failla, consumer insights editor at research
firm Technomic. Starbucks, for instance, has
been lending free wireless phone chargers
and offering complimentary drink refills for
loyalty card holders.
Other operators are expanding food offerings, focusing on high-margin items like
healthy wraps and upscale meals. Those
tweaks have helped buoy the $39 billion coffee
and snack shop segment’s bottom line: Revenues are on track to grow at an annualized rate

Fuel Their Whole Day

Coffee is just a start. “We definitely see diners
who want to eat substantial meals while working on a laptop,” says Merisa Vertti, manager
of Grim’s Provisions & Spirits in Seattle. The
establishment’s upscale grilled cheese with tomato bisque and cheeseburger with caramelized onions are favorites, she says.
At Pavement, bagels from the on-site bakery and breakfast sandwiches piled high with
sausage, smoked Gouda and red pepper jam,
or eggs, goat cheese and blistered tomato help
get folks in the door. But when hunger strikes
a few hours later, many digital nomads stick
around for lunch. The menu ranges from a
creole chicken Caesar to breaded eggplant and
mozzarella on focaccia. “We want to make it as
easy as possible for people to spend another $3
or another $5 or another $13,” Margulies says.
Remote workers pulling long shifts at
restaurants will also vary their drink order as
the day wears on. “The draft beer is pretty popular with people on computers,” says Vertti.

HAVING A GOOD PLACE FOR PEOPLE TO WORK CAN BE AS MUCH OF AN ATTRACTION AS THE FOOD
WE SELL. —Larry Margulies of Pavement Coffeehouse in Boston
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The end of a workday presents another meal
opportunity. Blanco experimented with meal
kits—prepped ingredients and instructions for
preparing at home.
But the kits didn’t sell well, so instead he
now offers fully prepped meals for two.
“It’s something people grab after finishing
up their afternoon here, throw in the oven for
15 minutes, and have a hot meal at home,” says
Blanco. Digital nomads like that the meals are
distinct from Bolsa Mercado’s daytime menu
(think meatloaf with mashed potatoes and
Brussels sprouts). And the cafe only offers one
option a day, based on whatever it’s making for
its catering business. That helps streamline
kitchen prep and slash food waste, says Blanco,
and it keeps boredom at bay for regular diners.

SIT AND STAY

Want to be the go-to eatery for digital
nomads? HERE’S WHAT YOU NEED.
CONSISTENT HOURS: Most
digital nomads work on their
own schedules, so set hours
that appeal to them. That
means keeping the same hours
during the week and the
weekend if possible.

Go for the Roving Computer Crowd

PHOTOGRAPHY THINKSTOCK

TOTING LAPTOPS AND
POWER CORDS, THESE
CUSTOMERS TYPICALLY
ORDER A DRINK AND
MAYBE SOME FOOD.

Send Them Home With Food

If your cafe makes a killer work spot, don’t
just shout it from the social rooftops. Consider partnering with local co-working
organizations to tap directly into this diner segment. Bolsa Mercado partners with
Common Desk, a co-working space across
the street, to attract new diners with exclusive specials, like two breakfast tacos and an
espresso for $5. “We’re marketing directly
to them, and now on any given day, 10 percent of our customers might come from
those shared offices,” says Blanco. As the
partnership’s grown, both sides have found
other ways to leverage their strengths,
like the co-working organization using the
restaurant for an events space and picking
up the tab for some of Bolsa’s paper goods.
“It’s about getting our brand out there,” he
says. “We want to be known for our food—
and for being a great place to work.” n
Kate Rockwood, who writes for a variety of
national publications, becomes a digital
nomad whenever she wants a break from the
home office.

PLENTY OF OUTLETS: Making
power accessible conveys to
the digital nomad that you care
about customer service.

TREND

TRACKER

LAST SEEN
@TheFreehold In Brooklyn, New York,
mixed-use concept Freehold offers an
all-day menu, happy hour specials, free
Wi-Fi, a game room and an outdoor
terrace to keep the orders flowing.
@RepubliqueLA The laptop crowd
squeezes into Los Angeles’ Republique
for housemade pastries and top-notch
coffee, shutting down in the evening
when the concept turns into a sexy bistro.

MELLOW MUSIC: The music
needs to fit the vibe of your
restaurant overall, but
keeping the tunes low-key
but upbeat is important.
Watch the volume, too.

LOYALTY PROGRAM: Offer
a rewards program aimed at
increasing sales of higher-priced
menu items or to-go options.
The rewards can run the gamut
from every 10th coffee is free
to half-priced to-go entrees.
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TALK SHOP

ROSIE PUCCIO
“I WAS SEXUALLY HARASSED” ARE WORDS THAT
NO RESTAURANT OPERATOR EVER WANTS TO HEAR.

Curbing harassment is crucial to a safe environment for all employees. It can be especially
tricky territory to navigate when a seemingly
innocent joke to one employee can be hurtful or offensive to another. These matters are
often emotional, complex and require a good
amount of sensitivity.
Restaurant workers report high levels of
harassing behaviors from co-workers (80
percent), as well as managers (66 percent),
according to the Restaurant Opportunities
Centers United, a nonprofit that supports
higher wages and better working conditions
in foodservice.
The restaurant industry is the largest source
of sexual harassment complaints filed by
women with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. However, women aren’t
alone in facing harassment; 46 percent of men
in foodservice agree “sexual harassment (is) an
uncomfortable aspect of work life,” according
to ROC’s 2014 report, “The Glass Floor: Sexual
Harassment in the Restaurant Industry.”
No operator is immune to the possibility of
sexual harassment occurring in the workplace,
but staff should be aware of the methods for
handling and preventing it. Five seasoned operators weigh in with their experiences.

General manager of Izakaya in Houston
Backstory: Puccio studied hotel and restaurant management at the University of Houston’s Hilton College and managed Houston
restaurants Haven (now closed) and Kata Robata, among others.
“Usually, the person violated feels extremely vulnerable, and the harasser could have a
whole range of feelings. The most important
thing is to remain unbiased and gather facts.
It doesn’t matter who works harder or who is
more likable. It’s hard to prevent (harassment)
because something someone thinks is harmless, or fun and games, can be devastating to
someone else.
“Your staff has to trust and believe you will
resolve issues quickly and sometimes quietly.
We had our staff go through sexual harassment classes to have a real understanding of
what is appropriate and what isn’t and what to
do if you feel harassed. The best thing to do as
a manager is to be consistent. Be consistently
approachable, be consistently open to conversations with staff, and be consistent in the
standards you set.”

IF YOU SEE SOMEONE WHO HAS LESS OF A FILTER WITH THE
THINGS THEY SAY, YOU CAN SAY, ‘LOOK, YOU THINK IT’S FUNNY.
I GET THAT, BUT LEAVE IT OUTSIDE.’ 
—Gene Zimmerman

GENE ZIMMERMAN

Proprietor of The Courtesy Bar and DoveCote
in Orlando, Florida
Backstory: Zimmerman grew up working in
the bar and restaurant industry and served as
a sales director in wine supply and distribution
for more than 20 years.
“It’s really important that I provide a safe
and comfortable environment for the people
who work for me and the people who are our
patrons, our guests. When people imbibe, their
inhibitions go away. There have been times
when a customer has gotten out of line. You get
one warning, and a second time, you’re barred.
The best way to combat (harassment) is to
make sure you know your staff as well as possible. If you see someone who has less of a filter
with the things they say, you can say, ‘Look, you
think it’s funny. I get that, but leave it outside.’”

CARRIE MEGHIE

BY LISA ARNETT
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General manager of Hard Rock Hotel and owner of Mr. Brown’s Lounge in Chicago
Backstory: Meghie serves as co-president of Becker Ventures and is the owner and operator of Hard Rock Hotel in Chicago. In addition, she opened Jamaican restaurant Mr. Brown’s
Lounge in 2009.
“The big thing with hospitality is that people are spending a lot of really long hours, and there’s
a social aspect even in a professional setting. There’s a blur between personal and professional
life, so sometimes that’s where this industry can differ from other industries.
“The most important thing is prevention. That comes down to creating a culture in your organization that embraces the same values that you do. It’s really important to hire the right people
with the right attitude who are going to represent and embrace the culture you want to foster in
your organization. If you make a (hiring) mistake, address it quickly and move on.
“There could be an instance (of harassment) where something is being misinterpreted, and
it can be addressed immediately. Then you can stop the problem before it gets bigger. You have
to hear all sides of the story and do a thorough investigation. Over the years, I’ve seen true complaints, false complaints, in-the-middle complaints, misunderstanding complaints. I can’t say
I’ve ever seen the exact same thing twice.”
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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PREMIUM QUALITY

SIGNATURE TASTE

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE

TASTE GUESTS CRAVE
Owner of Tria Cafe (three locations) and Tria
Taproom in Philadelphia
Backstory: Myerow earned nods from the
James Beard Foundation for his wine bars, including 2014 finalist for Outstanding Restaurant Design and 2013 semifinalist for Outstanding Wine Program.
“We have a formal policy in our handbook.
All employees have to sign off on that policy.
It’s very specific; we have to list the behaviors
that we won’t tolerate. It’s not going to work to
just say, ‘Don’t harass people.’
“I believe in putting everything in writing,
whether it’s a service standard or a wine description or a behavioral standard. If it’s not
on paper, you really have nothing to go on. We
can’t afford a human resources professional, but we have outsourced to a company that
specializes in it. It’s a disinterested third party that can investigate what’s going on. That’s
been a great move for us.”

HERE TO HELP

VARIETY YOU DEMAND

Check out these resources on harassment education and prevention:
› Call the Equal Rights Advocates
at 800-839-4ERA (4372) or visit
EqualRights.org
› Download the Restaurant Opportunities Centers United report, “The
Glass Floor: Sexual Harassment in
the Restaurant Industry,” online at
ROCunited.org
› Get training from the National
Restaurant Association, which
offers a DVD-based course on
preventing harassment and
discrimination. Contact ServSafe
at 312-715-1010 or email
servsafe@restaurant.org

©2016 Cargill, Incorporated

JON MYEROW

WE HAVE A FORMAL POLICY IN OUR HANDBOOK. ALL EMPLOYEES HAVE TO SIGN OFF ON THAT POLICY.
IT’S VERY SPECIFIC; WE HAVE TO LIST THE BEHAVIORS THAT WE WON’T TOLERATE. IT’S NOT GOING TO
WORK TO JUST SAY, ‘DON’T HARASS PEOPLE.’
— Jon Myerow

From beef to Angus to turkey, get it all with TNT™ burgers.

DIANE MULLIGAN

Co-owner and controller of Farmheads, an
Illinois-based hospitality group
Backstory: Mulligan opened her first bar in
San Francisco in 1998 and now operates three
restaurants for Farmheads, including Farmhouse in Evanston, Illinois, and Farm Bar and
Farmhouse in Chicago.
“We get ahead of it as best we can by doing
an annual harassment training at each of our
restaurants, explaining that both quid pro quo
harassment and creating a hostile work environment will not be tolerated. Farmheads has
an open-door policy, and team members can
come to any manager or owner if they don’t feel
comfortable going to their direct supervisor.
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“When we are made aware of potential issues, we address them immediately. We do our
best to keep the matter as confidential as possible but ensure both parties that any behavior
that makes another employee uncomfortable
must stop immediately. We always hope that
it can be a teachable moment, letting people
know what is and is not acceptable and helping
them grow. But based on the severity of the issue, there have been times we have had to terminate employees.” n
Lisa Arnett is a Chicago-based writer whose
work has appeared in a variety of consumer
food publications.

Whether you’re serving TNT™ premium beef patties, Certified Angus Beef ® or tender
turkey selections, you’ll soon discover that only the TNT™ brand is worthy of a
burger lover’s passion. Choose the grinds, sizes and shapes that fit your menu and
see why nothing satisfies guests like the taste of TNT™ burgers.

Visit TNTburgers.com or call your local
Cargill Foodservice North America Sales Representative at 800-373-6515.

FOOD FANATIC ROAD TRIP!

Get a mouthful from our resident expert

Cleveland

CLEVELANDERS ARE TOUGH. TALK TRASH ABOUT THE
“MISTAKE ON THE LAKE” AND MAKE ALL THE DERISIVE
REMARKS YOU WANT. NONE OF IT REGISTERS.
That’s because we’ve got food and culture down and bragging rights to an NBA
championship.
Before native son Michael Symon hit
the big time with his distinctive laugh and
ear-to-ear grin on ABC’s “The Chew,” he
was part of the growing culinary scene.
His first restaurant, Lola, in the Tremont neighborhood (now located downtown) got the attention of Food & Wine
magazine, making Symon the first guy
from Cleveland to win Best New Chef
in the late ’90s. The recognition put the
city on the dining map. And the city’s
reputation only continued to grow as
he launched more restaurants includ-
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ing burger chain B Spot and the recently
opened Mabel’s BBQ. And he’s not done
yet. Symon will open Sherla’s Chicken and
Oysters in the space formerly occupied by
his restaurant Lolita’s, but don’t expect
the same menu. Sherla’s promises to deliver on its name with crispy chicken and
oysters, both raw and cooked, as well as
plenty of lighter fare.
Fantastic food isn’t the only thing to
come out of Symon’s kitchens. His restaurants have also introduced new culinary
talent like Chef Jonathon Sawyer, who
has made a mark with Noodlecat and his
locally sourced, sustainable-food focused
concept, The Greenhouse Tavern.

Long before Symon and celebrity chefs hit the city’s
dining scene, Zack Bruell imprinted Cleveland with his
interpretation of California cuisine in the ’80s. Today his
influence can be found all over the city at any of his nine
restaurants—from his downtown fast-casual burger
joint, Dinomite, to the Alley Cat Oyster Bar in the revitalized Flats industrial district.
If you’re lucky enough to be in the city on Wednesday
at lunchtime, don’t miss the food truck scene downtown
by Reserve Square, where you’ll find up to 30 options.
Though the city’s always making room for new ventures, old school still rules. Clevelanders can’t get enough
of the hearty, reminds-me-of-home Polish food that
Sokolowski’s University Inn has been serving cafeteria-style since 1923.
Old-timers are also the standard-bearers for big—like
the colossal pastrami sandwiches at Slyman’s Restaurant. That’s why no one’s batting an eye at the size of the
double-fisted sandwiches at Herb’n Twine Sandwich Co.
in the Ohio City neighborhood.
A few meals in, you’ll start to notice Clevelanders dig
hearty food, big portions and beer, perhaps in that order.
Get ready for serious eats, and cap it all off at Honey Hut
Ice Cream, where Frank and Marianne Page have been
making some of best ice cream in the Midwest since
1974. No joke. n

Part retail store, part restaurant, it’s ultimately
the vision of three things Matthew Stipe and
his partners love: an incredible selection of
local and global beers, housemade sausage
and poutine. Just be in the moment, and don’t
ask questions.

The housemade Currywurst from
Banter Beer and Wine is served with
fermented ramp ketchup, frites and slaw.

Mabel’s BBQ

If anyone can create a barbecue style that
Cleveland can call its own, it’s Michael Symon.
His winning combination: the city’s beloved
Bertman ballpark mustard and Eastern European spices slathered on his favorite protein.
Do we even have to say pork?

Melt Bar & Grilled

Any place that turns everyday entrees into
a grilled cheese sandwich deserves your
money.

Ginko

Skip Dante Boccuzzi’s eponymous restaurant, and head downstairs to what he calls a
Tokyo-in-Cleveland dining experience. Need
a reason other than the fish flown in from
Tokyo’s Tskiji market? Try the flowing river
sushi bar.

West Side Market

Mabel’s BBQ, above, rocks out Michael
Symon’s vision of Cleveland barbecue
while Melt Bar & Grilled can turn just
about any dish into a grilled cheese
sandwich.

Authenticity is the word here. True to Cleveland’s Eastern European roots, you’ll find a
mind-boggling array of meat, cheese, seafood
and produce. It’s a must-see.

FOOD FANATIC

Chris Quinn is a Food
Fanatics Chef for US
Foods from Cleveland
who works out the flow of
a concept before allowing
his creativity to run wild.
He’s a self-proclaimed
“big picture” guy.

@Quinney23
Follow the Food Fanatic
on Twitter for more tips.

Pura Vida

Chef-owner Brandt Evans’ restaurant proves
that some Clevelanders want more than meat
and potatoes. Here you’ll find the seasons
celebrated, as well as several vegan options.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SUNNY DAY PHOTOGRAPHY

ILLUSTRATION BY TIM MARRS

THE HIGHLIGHTS
Banter Beer and Wine

Crop Rocks

It’s only fitting that the home of The Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame also offers a restaurant with
the same theme. Rock Hall inductees can be
found on the jukebox, as well as on the menu.
Choose from comfort food favorites including
the Hotel California Cobb, Kung-Fu Fighting, I
Would Do Anything for Loaf, and Bone Thugs
and Hominy.
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FEED THE STAFF

So
You
Want
a
KICKASS
STAFF?
Take
these
steps
BY DAN MCGOWAN
ILLUSTRATION RYAN TODD

Editor’s Note: Dan McGowan is a former
partner and president for several multi-unit
concepts under Chicago-based Lettuce
Entertain You Enterprises. He recently
launched a restaurant consultancy, helping
other operators build a kick-ass staff.

THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE
TO ASSEMBLING A KICKASS STAFF IS LACK OF
PATIENCE—IN YOUR OWN
ABILITIES AND IN THE PROCESS. THANKFULLY PATIENCE CAN BE LEARNED,
EVEN IF PASSION CAN’T. AS
AWFUL AS IT MAY SOUND,
PROCESS CAN BE A GOOD
THING, AND IT CAN GIVE
YOU A WAY TO HARNESS
YOUR PASSION FOR THE
BUSINESS AND FIND PEOPLE WHO SHARE IT.

ADMIT
WEAKNESSES
LOOK IN THE MIRROR

To start, we as leaders need to admit we have
weaknesses. Know that your greatest strengths
can also be your greatness weaknesses.
For me, I’m a top-line growth guy, so I tend
to plow ahead with new ideas and initiatives,
and not spend a lot of time on meetings and
committees. However, experience has taught
me that testing ideas before their rollout can
save a lot of time and money.
I now try to surround myself with people
who are a little more conservative than I am to
balance out my intensity. In my last leadership
role, I had a partner who was more reserved
and plotting, which was a perfect match to
my “let’s just go for it” attitude. Knowing your
strengths and weaknesses, as well as those of
your team, means you can search for individuals who fill in the gaps.
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MANAGE YOUR WEAKEST LINKS

Once you pinpoint chinks in the armor, talk
to other leaders in the industry or a related field to identify prospective employees
who have the skills to shore them up. You’d
be surprised at how many people want to be
matched with the right team and culture, but
they’ve never been reached out to or offered
the right opportunity.
Once you find a potential future rock star, be
sure you like him or her. Sure, that sounds a bit
basic, but it’s so true. If you don’t like someone
emotionally, ethically and morally, it’ll be hard
to charge the mountain with that person, let
alone work with him or her day to day.

TALK To
oTHER
LEADERS

all set

TO CREATE UNIQUE
EXPERIENCES

CoACH
CoUNSEL
CHALLENGE

Libbey’s full product spectrum empowers
your tabletop expression.
Whether you seek seamless integration

ENCOURAGE INITIATIVE

Once hiring and training are complete, your job is to coach and counsel, not spoon-feed your
staff daily duties. Give them space to work through projects and issues. Guide, question and
suggest, but don’t do the work for them. In fact, I would recommend you stay hands off. If
you’ve hired the right person, this individual will be self-disciplined, self-motivated and appreciate not being micromanaged.
Don’t be afraid to challenge your team members. If you’re bringing on an accountant, have
him spend a month or two on the operations side learning how the numbers actually come
together. Have your new saleswoman spend some time at the home base to get a feel for what
it takes to keep outselling. Push employees out of their comfort zones, and ask them to stretch
their bandwidth.

or an eclectic mix-and-match vibe, Libbey’s
product variety and expertise can help
make your distinct vision come to
life for your customers.
REPEAT YOURSELF REPEATEDLY

Lastly, consistent communication cannot
be undervalued.
It’s your job to ensure everyone understands the overall goals and mission. Review them weekly, monthly or quarterly.
You may feel like a broken record sometimes, but to build a kick-ass team, you
constantly need to remind everyone of the
end game.
Staff must be invested and believe in the
goals and culture of the company. Otherwise, they won’t invest their time and energy into it. Work will simply be a job and
not a mission.
Perhaps most importantly, praise your
staff members and thank them for their
daily contributions. n

Cool products. Hot trends.
Visit insights.libbey.com

SHARE Y0UR

G0-T0S
F0R A

#KICKASSSTAFF
@F00DFANAT ICS
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Private dining space at
Formento’s in Chicago is
simple yet elegant, allowing
guests to best customize
their event.

By Hoffmaster®

Elegant, Vibrant
so Incredibly Soft
and Disposable!

PARTY ON!
HEAR THAT? IT’S THE CALL
FOR HOLIDAY PRIVATE
DINING. AND IT’S TIME TO
ANSWER IT.

SPECIAL SECTION SPONSORED BY HOFFMASTER, LIBBEY AND STERNO

www.hoffmaster.com

SPONSORED SECTION

A

round the holidays, private
dining and catered events
are an ask-and-you-shallreceive proposition. The
business is there for the
taking, as long as your concept and service
align with your clients’ expectations.
Planning and hosting events isn’t easy,
but it is a logical extension of what you’re
already doing: extending hospitality to
guests. Booked parties can ensure your
restaurant ends the year on a strong,
positive note, especially when guest
counts are softer during the weeks
between Thanksgiving and Christmas.
“(Private dining) is very important to
our business strategy and success,”
says Lynette Velez, director of private
dining sales for Chicago-based Gibsons
Restaurant Group, which includes the
flagship steakhouse that grossed more
than $22 million last year. From the 14
locations under various brands at GRG,
private events account for 15 to 20 percent
of the company’s total revenue.
With big revenue potential as incentive,
the time to launch event offerings is now.
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Seasoned private event coordinators
say that by summer, half of their spaces
already have contracts for the peak weeks
leading to Christmas.

Personalization Runs the Show

Gone are the days when restaurants
dictated a set menu.
“Our guests personalize the experience
and put their stamp on it with the rest of
the menu,” Velez says. GRG offers a robust
list of appetizers, from seafood towers to
antipasti platters. “More and more, people
look for a unique experience, one that is
personalized,” she says.
Customization also means flexibility.
“Our chef might see something at the
market that looks fantastic; we then
offer that as a change,” says Suzanne
Blezard, director of catering and events
for Untitled, a vegetable-focused
concept from Union Square Hospitality
Group at New York City’s Whitney
Museum of American Art. “It’s exactly
how people eat in restaurants, and we
work to ensure it’s the same experience
for private events.”

The food portion of events should spring
from your overall goals, says Ron DeSantis,
director of culinary excellence at Yale
University in New Haven, Connecticut.
“What they’re trying to achieve, the
look of the party and the guest list—that
architecture drives the menu.” Within
that framework, he’s also seeing an evergrowing focus on vegetables.
“Plates are rearranged, with protein off
to the side and vegetables the star,” he
says. That can mean a BLT in which the
B is slowly roasted butternut squash. “It
becomes very umami-like, almost a smoky
bacon taste that’s familiar.”
DeSantis also sees a surge in vegan
desserts prepared so skillfully that the
absence of dairy and egg is a nonissue.
“We make coconut panna cotta with agaragar instead of gelatin and a cardamomspiced olive oil cake with fresh pears.
There’s no need to highlight them as
vegan—they stand on their own merits.”

Make it Passable or Shareable

Marta, a USHG restaurant in The Redbury
New York hotel, showcases a casual-chic
Italian menu that plays well in private
events. “Everyone wants our pizzas,”
says Andrea Oltjen, director of catering
and event sales, adding that they can
be passed during cocktail receptions or
served family-style at tables.
Antipasti plates also continue to
dominate the first-course arena, while
wood-fired proteins hold on tight for
main dishes.

Booze Adds to the Mood

For beverages, specialty cocktails are
making inroads. “Guests might come
to us with a clever name or a few key
ingredients they like, maybe bourbon
or gin. We then can custom create a
signature drink for the event. It’s very
memorable and personal,” Oltjen says.
She also notes a surge of interest in nonalcoholic beverages such as housemade
sodas with herb-infused syrups.

Use flowers, opposite page, lighting
and glassware to achieve the client’s
objectives for a private holiday event.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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SPONSORED SECTION
Candles, such as these flameless ones, and
silverware with just the right heft are easy
ways to convey style and ambience.

In addition, Marta has a strong wine
program and, perhaps spurred by its
reputation or symmetry with its menu,
Oltjen sees a big move toward a stronger
integration of wine into events.

Play up the Place

YOUR CHECKLIST FOR SUCCESS
Successfully executing private dining rests
largely on staying organized. With so many
details to coordinate, maintaining and
updating a checklist is imperative. Here’s
where to get started.

event money. Eco-friendly disposables
have the requisite high style to dazzle at
private events. Bamboo, thin wood veneer,
palm, potato starch and sugar cane are
among the materials to consider.

1. Get it on Paper. Build a document that
summarizes the full scope of food and
service. Ask clients to review and sign off
on the plan.

6. Be Prepared for Music. Whether audio-visual support is an in-house service or
contracted, double-check the equipment,
music or presentations in advance.

2. Run Your Numbers. Always run budgets by the people who do the ordering to
avoid underpricing an event. Check with
the back of the house for food and labor
costs and the front of the house for staffing
and tableware.

7. Know the Guest List. Study up on the
attendees, asking the client to describe
who they are, what they will have done the
day of the event and whether they know
each other. Will they arrive together? Will
they have business or other events the
next day? The more you know about the
group, the more you can cater to their
unique needs.

3. Suss out Your Vibe. Every element can
convey ambience, from the shape
of glasses and serving pieces to flowers
and lighting.
4. Be Smart About the Small Things.
Renting furniture or decor can spruce up
your space, but going the high-end disposable route for napkins and tablecloths can
be a better option, especially for events
with a holiday theme.
5. Think Green. Diners’ good-for-the-earth
beliefs may dictate where they spend their
54
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8. Be Flexible, But Don’t Be a Doormat.
All events should be expressions of what
you do in the restaurant. Don’t take on an
event that doesn’t reflect your concept’s
food and approach.
9. Follow the Golden Rule of
Hospitality. Make the client’s priorities
your priorities. Food quality is most important to some people, while sticking to a set
end time is paramount to others.

Forget plain walls built into a dark space,
buffet service that seems a little too
straight-line serious, tidy little bunches of
flowers, industrial-strength serving dishes
and drab linens. Private events are now
style-forward, their surroundings and
accoutrements thoughtfully selected. As
expressions of the guests, those elements
are a very important part of the event,
Oltjen says.
“Private events have the same decor,
china, linens, glassware, silver—everything.
It’s like eating in the restaurant,” says
Michael Lomonaco, chef-owner of Porter
House Bar & Grill in New York City.
However, guests who wish to bring in
linens, flowers or special serving pieces
are given free rein. “We’re 100 percent
guest-centric,” he says.
Building on the modern aesthetic of
a space, event coordinators say simple
environments work well, with flowers and
candles often the only grace notes required.
At Yale University, “urban-ness” plays
large, according to Adam Millman,
director of auxiliary services. “There’s
familiarity in the look—sophisticated and
contemporary even though it seems a
little rough around the edges,” he says.
One of the standouts: salad ingredients
piled on a 6-foot wooden board, instead
of served in a standard bowl. “The impact
is huge when guests walk into the room.
It’s a wow factor that people always talk
about,” Millman says. The university also
has a tall custom-crafted cylinder from
Rechargeable votives and high-end disposables
like napkins, above left, can save on mess and
expense in the long run.

NO SPACE?
NO PROBLEM
which serving containers jut out in a
staggered design.
“Presentation is so important,” DeSantis
says. “Take fried chicken. Instead of
putting it in a hotel pan, one of our chefs
stacked the pieces and topped them with
fried herbs.”

Remember the Upsell

Party favors are common for events like
weddings and showers, yet they are often
overlooked for holiday private dining.
Restaurants are uniquely equipped to
offer clients small but meaningful gifts that
add to the bottom line and reinforce the
restaurant’s brand. Housemade chocolates,
cookies or mini loaves of breakfast breads
wrapped in ribbon-tied cellophane bags or
holiday-themed boxes go a long way toward
leaving a lasting impression.
It’s also beneficial to include a small
business card with a holiday greeting and

a note for complimentary valet, dessert or
other offerings during the slower months
of January and February.
“The hospitality piece is paramount for
private events,” Oltjen says. “The client
wants to be taken care of, and maybe even
more so than the diner.”
For passable
appetizers, offer
menu favorites
like sliders.

Operators without private dining space
can indeed capitalize on holiday parties.
Restaurants are increasingly offering
menus for larger parties that line up with
the busiest times of the year, such as the
holidays.
Some key considerations for group
dining to-go:
-Provide packages that encompass the
entire meal but start with signature items
and be mindful of dishes that compromise
quality when held or reheated.
-Offer pickup times that do not interfere
with lunch or dinner service.
-Provide higher-quality disposables,
such as napkins and chafing dishes.
-Be sure you’re staffed to handle the
additional business.
-Promote the service far in advance in
the restaurant, through social media and
your website.
-Be honest about your capabilities. An
onslaught of business is not worth the
repercussions of dissatisfied customers if
execution falls short.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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TIPPING
THE SCALES

OPERATORS PUT NEW GRATUITY MODELS TO THE TEST
PHOTOGRAPHY THINKSTOCK

BY PETER GIANOPULOS
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OPERATORS HAVE LONG
STRUGGLED WITH
RECTIFYING THE IMBALANCE OF TRADITIONAL
GRATUITY POLICIES.

Raising the Bar

Tipping is an illusion of control for guests and
servers, says Anthony Rudolf, former director
of operations at Per Se who founded Journee,
a New York-based educational organization
for restaurant professionals. “The whole system is a charade. The only person with control
is the owner to hold their team accountable to
the level of service they desire.”
Leaving 18 percent is a sign of approval
for some diners who typically leave just 15
percent. Meanwhile, those who usually tip
20 percent may leave an 18 percent gratuity
to indicate mild disappointment. Trying to
figure out what guests are trying to commu-

PHOTOGRAPHY THINKSTOCK

Is it fair for cooks to continue to earn a fraction of
what servers do? Are tips still the best way to incentivize good service? Can new systems potentially improve staff benefits to maintain loyalty?
This long-simmering debate came to a roiling boil last year when high-profile operators
began eliminating tipping in tandem.
In September, Chef-owner Tom Colicchio
86’d tipping during lunch service at his famed
restaurant, Craft, and increased menu prices.
Restaurant mogul Danny Meyer of the Union
Square Hospitality Group followed suit in October, announcing plans to eliminate tipping
at his 13 restaurants.
The timing wasn’t completely unexpected. Implementation of the Affordable Care
Act and a wave of recent minimum-wage
hikes have compelled many operators to
question the long-term viability of the current system.
As a result, an increasing number of restaurateurs are looking to alternative service-payment models. Some of these new systems offset the loss of revenue from tips with higher
menu prices; others levy administrative fees
and inventive profit-sharing programs.
“How many restaurants will succeed with
these models is uncertain,” says Steve Zagor,
dean of business management programs at
the Institute of Culinary Education. “But at
this point, it appears to be a movement to be
reckoned with.”

The right
tipping model
is not a onesize-fits-all
approach.

Tips for Restaurants
Without Tipping
> DON’T JUMP TO THE NEW SYSTEM. Inform your staff ahead of time of a
set implementation date for the new system to allow room for new employees
should some of your staff leave.
> SKIP THE CANNED LANGUAGE. When guests pose questions, let servers
offer personalized stories about how the changes have improved their
working conditions.

Experience experience.
With our portfolio of trusted brands, products and insights, we’ll help you experience success across your menu.

> CREATE INCENTIVES. Offset the small dip in servers’ salaries from the loss
of tips by introducing a new benefit, such as a new vacation policy, insurance
coverage or profit-sharing plan.
> TALK IT OUT. Take a few days to sit down individually with each of your servers. Your cooks will embrace the change, but your waitstaff will need coaxing.
> HUMANIZE YOUR STAFF. Create short profiles of your servers and cooks
on social media, so guests can put a face to the people the new system is
directly benefiting.
> BE TRANSPARENT. Plaster an explanation of your policy everywhere, on
chalkboards, on the menu, in email confirmations. Having guests on board with
the system is the key to a smooth transition.
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Hillshire Farm® Chicken Sausage

Bistro Collection® Individual Desserts

Contact your Tyson Food Servic

Why Do We Tip?
America’s tip-based system dates back to
15th century Great Britain, according to author
Steve Dublanica’s book “Keep the Change.”
During this time, visitors to private homes
began showing their gratitude for fine service
in the form of gratuities.
Soon, the upper classes were expected to
give everyone from valets to maids to footmen
a service tip or else find themselves with dirty
sheets or a particularly bumpy carriage ride.
Later, as low-income earners formed a middle
class in large cities, the practice was extended
to eating establishments and hotels.
The notion of tipping didn’t find its way across
the Atlantic, however, until after the Civil
War when wealthy Americans started taking
grand tours abroad in Europe. The American
travel industry—including boats, restaurants
and railroads—adopted gratuities as a way
to transfer the responsibility of paying its
employees to guests.

nicate through their tips is pure guesswork,
says Rudolf.
As a result, Per Se devised a service-included model, which raised the overall price of its
set menu offerings. According to Rudolf, this
model gives operators greater control over
their purse strings. The system means Per Se
can provide cooks with higher hourly wages
and increase salaries for their best servers and
managers, thus reducing staff turnover.
“I know most restaurateurs are fearful of
change,” says Rudolf, “but implementing the
right change can improve the entire ecosystem
of your business.”
At the Basque-inspired Huertas in New
York, managing partner Nate Adler took a similar approach in late 2015, dropping tips altogether while raising prices on individual items
across his menu. The key, he says, is to carefully calibrate menu prices without turning off
diners. Popular items, like his grilled octopus,
might be bumped up $5, while others may go
up only $1 or $2.
60
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The goal is to bring in an additional 22.5
percent in revenue. A portion of the revenue is
divided between the front and back of the
house staff like a tip jar, sidestepping any laws
prohibiting servers’ tips from being distributed to noncustomer-facing employees.
“The great thing about this system is that
we can vet people who come looking for a job,”
says Adler. “We can say, ‘Here’s what we do. Do
you want to be a part of that?’ We can build a
team who’s invested in the restaurant itself.”
As a result, Huertas has had less difficulty filling vacant positions and can ensure its
servers are covered with better wages during
slower patches of the year.

Finding a Model That Works

For some restaurants, increasing prices to
eliminate tips can rub customers the wrong
way. Joe’s Crab Shack ended its no tipping pilot at 14 locations after determining that the
change caused a drop in sales and complaints
from staff. While some operators see the lack

In the early 20th century, many unionized
waiters in big cities fought against tips to
push for minimum wages. But in the face of
opposition from their bosses, they acquiesced.
When Prohibition arrived and the threat of
tampering with cocktails arose, the importance
of tips only increased, helping solidify a gratuity
system that carries on, in a similar form,
to this very day.

PHOTOGRAPHY PAUL STRABBING

Additional service charges
are called out in the check
for complete transparency.

Catering Disposables
Designed for Entertaining

Introducing hammered cutlery, by Monogram®.
This new solution redefines craftsmanship in
catering disposables and extends the complete
line of Monogram® catering products, offering
the perfect balance of style for any occasion.

For more information about Monogram® products, please visit www.usfoods.com or contact your local US Foods representative. © 2016 US Foods, Inc. All rights reserved.

of adoption at a national chain as a setback,
others believe success lies in implementing the
right model. Many concepts in Renee Erickson’s Seattle restaurant group Sea Creatures,
for example, are located in mixed-use spaces
that include dining rooms using the old model. Raising prices means servers would have to
continually justify the uptick in relation to establishments only a few steps away.
Knowing that many of their guests have
dined abroad, Operations Manager Jeremy
Price instituted a set 20 percent service charge
on every check like the model used in Asia and
Europe. Transparency is key, with each menu
indicating how the charge is divvied up: 55 percent to servers, 20 percent to the back of the
house, and the remaining 25 percent going to
the company to pay for benefits.
Although the system was implemented to
create more pay equality, the changes have
helped tap quality chefs to staff two new restaurants amid Seattle’s growing cook shortage.
“I think employees gravitate to restaurants
where they feel like they are getting a fair
shake,” says Price.

How to Share and Share Alike

Eliminating tips is only one way to boost staff
earnings and loyalty. After ditching gratuities
in favor of set hourly wages, co-owners Joshua Lewin and Katrina Jazayeri at Juliet in
Somerville, Massachusetts, instituted a quarterly profit-sharing program. The program
was designed to help their employees feel like
active stakeholders in the company, providing staff with full profit-and-loss information
each month, as well as training on how to read
the statements.
Lewin and Jazayeri set basic benchmarks
for the health of the company, taking into account wages, rent, savings for improvements
and an emergency fund. Any profits that are
accrued above that number are then split 5050 with the staff on a monthly basis. The goal
is for everyone in the company to earn $2 an
hour above their given hourly salary, but it also
seeks to incentivize staffers to avoid waste and
to upsell the right items.
In the past, selling the most expensive item
used to be in a server’s best interest. But in a system like Juliet’s, selling the most profitable items
buoys profits, which benefits everyone’s earnings.
“In the end, I just don’t want others to
struggle the way I did,” says Lewin. “I’m lucky

Alternative
Resources

TAKE A TIP FROM THESE UNIQUE SERVICE
PAYMENT MODELS
> Ippuku in Berkeley, California, has imported
a restaurant payment model often used in Japan that adds the cost of sales tax to its menu
prices and a $3 per person “table charge” to
all bills.
> Guests who visit Magpie Cafe in Sacramento, California, are presented with a check
bearing two different tip lines: one labeled
“server tip” and another labeled “kitchen tip,”
which allows for gratuities to be divided as
diners see fit.
> Seattle-based seafood chain Ivar’s has
raised menu prices but retains an additional tip
line. Therefore, everyone makes at least $15
an hour, but servers can still earn gratuities for
excellent service.
> Willow Restaurant in Portland, Oregon,
has eliminated tips and implemented a “single
house system” where all employees act as
servers and chefs, preparing and delivering
dishes to guests.
> Bar Marco in Pittsburgh has nixed gratuities and established set salaries for all
employees by reducing portion size, using
more whole-animal butchery and cutting
down on excess labor.

By the Numbers:

19
27 65

PERCENT of operators say they
have eliminated the tipping
model or plan to.

PERCENT
PERCENT
of adults think
of operators say
restaurants should retain
eliminating tipping
is a long-term trend. the current tipping system.

29

PERCENT of adults think the
system should be replaced with
a mandatory service charge of
15 percent.

to have built a career in this industry. I hope
a system like ours takes some of that need for
luck out of the equation.”

Wage Fairness

If ending tipping is so easy, why isn’t everyone
doing it? Countless operators are holding fast
to the old model to avoid difficult management decisions and costs, says Zagor.
Under the traditional system, servers’ salaries
are dictated by paying guests. A shift to a no-tipping system not only creates an extra tax burden, but it also forces operators to set individual
wages—perhaps paying one server more than
another—which can cause friction. Operators
are torn over the inevitable backlash from servers who will feel that they aren’t making as much
and customers skeptical of paying higher prices.
“As it is right now, diners control whether or
not a server can pay their bills, rent and even
eat,” says Robert Phalen, owner of One Eared
Stag in Atlanta. “By rolling everything into the
final bill, we, as industry leaders, can ensure
that our staff is taken care of.”
The traditional model has other benefits,
such as immediate feedback
and incentives to provide
better service, says Eric
Silverstein, chef-owner of
the The Peached Tortilla
in Austin, Texas.
“Servers and bartenders
are incentivized to give out
better service,” Silverstein
New York
restaurateur
says. “Additionally, people
Andrew Tarlow
tip differently dependent
has created an
on the situation, for inopen source
stance, takeout versus dine
logo for any
operator to use.
in. A (set) fee model eliminates situational tipping.”
Chef-owner Fabio Viviani, who operates
a number of restaurants in Illinois and California, believes that the traditional model
remains the best way to differentiate stellar
workers from subpar ones, as well as dedicated
career employees. He questions if servers and
staff members will show the same enthusiasm
and drive under a new system.
“I believe competition brings out talent in
people,” Viviani says. “Equal payment tends to
bring out average work.” n

CRAFT PAIRINGS BRING
FLAVORS TO NEW HEIGHTS

Brew City ® Beer Battered Thick Cut Onion Rings
APN# 4364972

Guests want more than something to eat— they want an elevated dining experience. When you offer pairing
recommendations with unique flavor combinations, like reuben sliders with craft beer battered onion rings
and an amber farmhouse ale, guests get exactly what they want.
Craft better experiences at www.mccainideafeed.com/craftpairings

Peter Gianopulos is a restaurant critic for
Chicago magazine and an adjunct professor.

Sources: Datassential report, 2016 and the National Restaurant
Association 2015 research
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PR MACHINE

Sharp ideas to get butts in seats

Custom restaurant branding goes beyond good looks
BY SHAILA WUNDERLICH

Help Them Help You

A brand is a restaurant’s calling card and often the diner’s
first impression of the business. Branding communicates
a restaurant’s identity, which
explains why some operations
spend a year or more honing
their logo, menus, signage and
printed materials.
Standing out among a new generation of artistically executed,
custom designs gets tougher each
day, making it crucial for many
64
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restaurants to partner with artists
and graphic designers.
Follow these guidelines to make
the most of the artistic partnership.

Branding Firms vs.
Independent Designers

If you’re lost when it comes
to branding, working with a
full-service firm will save time,
but it may cost more because
it’s doing the legwork. Branding
agencies suss out a business’s

Before starting, prepare. Articulating your restaurant’s food,
demographic and philosophy will
help the designer understand
your concept. “Someone might
say, ‘We want a modern feel,’ but
when you really get into it, you see
what they truly want isn’t modern
at all,” says Jeff Moore, founding
partner of Green Olive, an Atlanta-based agency.

Play Nice

Ensure a successful, positive
experience with your branding
partner by establishing your expectations. Your ideas should be
welcome but expect them to be
questioned, tweaked or even dismissed. Ask questions and push

for examples, but overall, trust the
agency’s judgment as the design
professionals.
If you’re seeking more execution than collaboration, be clear
at the outset. Chef-owner Richard DeShantz has worked with
the same graphic designer for all
five of his Pittsburgh restaurants
because the designer is familiar
and comfortable with DeShantz’s
strict vision. “I just need a designer to bring my specific logo to life,”
he says.
Avoid never-ending revisions
and projects. Most firms stipulate
the number of revisions and the
length of time their fees cover.
Sticking to the contracted time
frame usually limits extra costs, results in a better product and maintains a good working relationship.

CAN LINERS AND UTILITY BAGS
THAT MEET MARKET DEMANDS.

The Fine Print

Expect to pay between $2,000
and $10,000 for an independent
graphic designer. Because larger firms enlist more staff members and resources, their fees
are considerably higher, ranging
from $20,000 to $100,000. The
lower range generally applies
strictly to logo design, whereas
the higher range includes a full
array of branding services, including menu design, collateral
materials, signage and website
development.
Not every business can afford
a premium branding package.
Chances are, though, you’ll have
to invest at least some cash into
your restaurant’s brand. Visuals
are a customer’s first connection to your restaurant, and successful visuals can live as long as
the business. n
Shaila Wunderlich has covered
design, food and lifestyle topics for nearly 20 years for many
publications.
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Properly Branded

brand and translate it to tangible
assets. Often, once a logo is finalized, the agency creates ancillary
pieces like menus, materials for
advertising campaigns, business
cards and postcards.
To find a reputable firm, get
referrals from other restaurants
whose design and brand you admire. Or cut to the chase by using
a firm that has experience branding restaurants.
If you have a clear idea of your
visual identity and just need it
translated to print, go with an independent designer. Marc Rose
and Med Abrous commissioned
artist Claire Oswalt to create the
logo for their latest Los Angeles
venture, Winsome. Wild peacocks
in the restaurant’s Echo Park area
inspired Oswalt’s elegant black
line drawing for the logo.
Oswalt is versed in graphic design, so she also created marketing
materials. However, not all artists
have design training or software.
If you’re set on using a particular
artist or piece, you may have to
hire a graphic designer as well.

501 Gateway Parkway, Roanoke, TX 76262
heritage-bag.com 800-527-2247

Heritage Bag® is a Novolex™ brand.

www.heritage-bag.com

BEYOND THE PLATE

FOR A LONG TIME, A
PLAIN WHITE PLATE JUST
WORKED.

SWITCH PLATES
YOUR PLACE
SETTING IS
ABOUT TO GET A
PERSONALITY
BY MELISSA TRIMMER AND
STEVE AFFIXIO

No one paid much attention to it because only
the food mattered. But now that chefs realize
color and the shape of a plate can add drama
and dimension to a dish, tabletop is no longer
a background player.
Now that tableware’s no longer an afterthought, it’s being purposely paired with the
restaurant’s identity and incorporated into the
dish building process—punching up the presentation while reinforcing the overall concept and ethos.
How do we know? Expenditures in tableware
are projected to increase consecutively for the
next three years, according to the Manufacturers’ Agents Association for the Foodservice Industry. The latest forecast shows that operators
will spend 5.1 percent more on tabletop presentation this year than they did in 2015.
Operators are wowing their customers with
unexpected combinations of colors, patterns and
shapes, creating a dining experience that rewards
guests with multilayered visuals and flavors.
For example, Quince in San Francisco commissioned exclusive ceramic and wood place
settings to complement its refined cuisine and
sumptuous interiors.
“When a dish is created for the menu at
Quince, the presentation—colors, shapes and
the overall compositions of the food—is an
important part of the creative process and is
considered at every step of dish development,”
says Chef-owner Michael Tusk.
Quince is also changing up utensils, borrowing the concept of plating tweezers from the
back of the house.
“Our selections provide a meta-language or
architecture for the food. It gives us the ability to communicate different stories,” Tusk
says. “The tweezers instead of a fork can be
playful, yet practical for eating delicate lettuces or flowers. Other times it emphasizes
a dramatic effect, such as when we use the
tongs with our smoking binchotan to present duck gizzards as a second service to the
duck prep.”

WE USE OUR
TABLESCAPES TO
SUBTLY CONNECT
EVERYTHING
TOGETHER.
—Hallie Whyte
of Mineral Springs
Ranch in Carlton,
Oregon
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Imperfect is perfect for
conveying tabletops with
a wear-and-tear look.

PEOPLE ARE JUST SO
ENTHRALLED WHEN
THEY ARE PRESENTED
WITH SOMETHING
THAT’S UNIQUE AND
REALLY FUN.
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—Randi Sirkin of Starr
Restaurants in Philadelphia

The outdoors are reflected at every possible
turn at the 240-acre Mineral Springs Ranch in
Carlton, Oregon, which is home to Soter Vineyards and its culinary program. Produce is grown
and meat is raised on its biodynamic farm.
Guest place settings include menus mounted on wooden boards sourced from Oregon
forestry, burlap placements and a single stone
collected from the farm. In lieu of plates, tastings are served on wooden boards. “We don’t
want to deter from the surrounding environment,” says Hallie Whyte, director of consumer sales. “Instead, we use our tablescapes to
subtly connect everything together.”
While some operators draw from their
surroundings, others are honoring the past
through vintage throwbacks. Plates with antique prints can be found at restaurants across
the country, including Maurice in Portland,
Oregon, Bar La Grassa in Minneapolis and Bohemian House in Chicago.
Many restaurants are updating the floral
and toile colors to include gray, Nordic blue
and black-and-white combinations, as well as
adding more organic shapes such as triangular
plates, according to Churchill China.
For some concepts, tableware can and does
make a bold and impactful statement. Randi
Sirkin, director of creative services for Philadelphia-based Starr Restaurants, works closely with
chefs to ensure their tabletop programs generate
excitement and reflect each restaurant’s concept.
“People are just so enthralled when they are
presented with something that’s unique and
really fun,” she says.
When The Clocktower was in the works, the
chef tasked Sirkin with creating a rock ’n’ roll

vibe that incorporated skulls. “I collaborated
with an Etsy vendor that was able to place custom decals on vintage plates. Our concept includes a mixture of black, pink, purple and gray
plates that all have a skull decal.” Still, Sirkin
recommends keeping a core china program in
place to ensure a restaurant can maintain its
inventory and augment the experience with
the specialty touches.
Looking good comes at a price, however.
Customize pieces may not cost much more
to produce than core china, but the shipping
costs can elevate the price tag considerably.
The good news? Sirkin has found that most
specialty pieces are as durable as everyday
plates. Good finds can also be scored from
closeout options and flea markets.
“The funny part is we don’t mind if some
of the pieces wear—we like the distressed
look. We like it to feel unique, as if it has been
around,” she says.
But be aware that anything unique or fun is
prone to theft. “We’ve found that people really
like to help themselves,” she says.
To reduce or prevent such theft, train staff
to keep an eye on the table and clear it before
temptation kicks in. It also helps to include a
fun but serious note on the menu, offering customers an opportunity to buy the tableware
they’ve taken a liking to and a warning that
there is no five-finger discount.
These extra steps may seem onerous, but a
good-looking table is worth the trouble. n

THE IDEAL
TABLETOP

Looks and personality are equally important
when a restaurant strategically creates a stronger
connection between the food and tableware.
Some examples:
Alinea, Chicago
Owners Chef Grant Achatz and Nick Kokonas
Courses plated in curvaceous bowls and on surprising surfaces, such as acrylic panels of artwork, to
make a visual connection between the food’s colors
and textures.
Manresa, Los Gatos, California
Chef-owner David Kinch
Dishes paired with earth elements, such as truffles in
a wood box, courses in colored, imperfectly round
bowls and stone slabs to connect food to the earth.
Marta, New York
Chef-partner Nick Anderer
Old-world Italian meets the modern world on
hand-painted plates and wood boards.

Melissa Trimmer and Steve Affixio are Food
Fanatic chefs who can’t help but notice every
last detail.
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Reinforcing the importance
of time management with
waitstaff can reduce complaints about slow service.

THE GOLDEN RULE FOR
RESTAURANTS: Don’t

piss off the guest.

Right or wrong, a peeved patron is a lose-lose
scenario for everyone. Some issues are inevitable (long waits for reservations on overbooked
nights), while others are about getting back to
basics (diners don’t want to sit at dirty tables).
Brush up on the biggest service no-nos, and
learn how to save face before it’s too late.

1
Servers who disappear for long
stretches of time.

Diner needs are simple. They want to be
seated quickly, their order taken and the
food served in a timely fashion (and an explanation if it’s late). They also don’t want
to wait for the check. Diners don’t notice the
behind-the-scenes chaos making it happen.
But they’ll notice anything messing with the
flow—and that’s what they’ll remember.
Simple time management and focus go
a long way here, but adequate staffing will
prevent stretching servers too thin. Even
the best servers may drop the ball on bringing the check when they’re inundated. Staff
up during peak times to make sure waiters
aren’t overloaded. Make sure servers have
strategies to keep each other covered when
they’re in the weeds.

things your
customers hate
about you
(And How To Fix T hem)
BY MATT KIROUAC

2
Constantly refilling water glasses
to the point where it’s invasive.
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There’s a fine line between taking care of diners and becoming disruptive. Unless someone
is noticeably thirsty and gulping down glass
after glass, most guests appreciate a “less is
more” approach to water refills. Take a cue
from operations coping with drought-ravaged
regions in California, which has restrictions
prohibiting restaurants from offering water
without guest consent.
The Patio on Goldfinch in San Diego
switched up glassware from a 16-ounce Collins-type glass to a smaller, more eco-friend-

ly 12-ounce double old-fashioned style glass.
“This subtle change means less water when
filling up and less waste when the guest opts
not to drink it,” says Chris Simmons, general
manager. Offering carafes on tables is another
way to cut down on interrupting the table, so
diners can serve themselves.

3
Delivering food before replacing dinnerware.

If your restaurant prefers to clear plates and
cutlery between courses, make sure servers
are on top of replacing those items immediately. Otherwise, you risk serving up a side of
aggravation when the food arrives at the table
and there’s no way to eat it.
Teamwork makes the dream work, says Sandy DiCicco, CEO and operating partner of hospitality staffing agency The Grand Restaurant
Group in Escondido, California. Ongoing communication and designating roles can help ensure that service standards don’t slip. “One of
the first things we do when we hire new servers

ONE OF THE FIRST THINGS
WE DO WHEN WE HIRE
NEW SERVERS IS
teach them to
work together
and ask for help

TO ENSURE THE BEST
DINING EXPERIENCE FOR
OUR GUESTS.
—Sandy DiCicco of
The Grand Restaurant Group

is teach them to work together and ask for help
to ensure the best dining experience for our
guests,” she says. “Part of that training is making sure a food runner will never deliver food
to an unmarked table.”
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7
Cozying up just a little too close to
your guests.

4
Diners seated before the table is
cleared.

No one wants to sit down to a mess. And nothing adds insult to injury like asking patrons to
move their things while the table is cleaned.
Establish a protocol between staff members
where bussers wipe down tables entirely before giving the green light to the host stand
that the next party can be seated. Cleanliness
shouldn’t be an afterthought, and neither
should your guests.

5
Clearing the table while guests are
still eating.

Rushing diners to scarf down their meals is a
surefire way to whittle down the tip. There’s
an art to turning tables quickly; the secret is
paying attention. “We teach our staff to clear
the table when everyone at the table is finished enjoying,” says DiCicco, who owns and
operates Bellamy’s, Bandy Canyon Ranch and
the soon-to-open Ponsaty’s in Southern California. “Clearing one guest before the entire
table is finished not only disrupts the guests
but also can make those who aren’t finished
feel rushed.”

Quirky nicknames like “babe” or “honey” really don’t have a place outside of kitschy diners on interstates. Even then, it’s sometimes
a stretch. And sitting down in the booth with
your diners? Forget about it. The motive is
obvious: It’s a simple tactic to cozy up to customers. The problem is a lot of customers are
not cool with it. Rather than risk offense, remind your front of the house staff of the basics:
Smile, offer smart suggestions, be familiar with
the menu, make regular table appearances and
treat diners with respect. These seemingly
simple things go a long way without having to
rely on hokey monikers.

8
Telling diners that everything on the
menu is great.

When guests struggle to decide what to order
and ask for feedback, they’re looking for specifics, not, “It just depends what you’re in the
mood for.” Not only is this frustrating, but it
also displays a lack of intel. Try incorporating
regular menu tastings, so servers can speak to
the menu they’re selling.
“A good server will be able to speak to any
differences and make the customer experience that much better by knowing his or her
menu inside and out, and be able to recommend dishes over others by describing them
accurately,” says Schreiner.

9
Making customers with reservations wait for more than several
minutes.

Stuff happens. Diners linger longer than expected, and reservations get clogged. It’s a
headache, but it’s only going to get worse if
you agitate your incoming customers by ignoring them or giving them the runaround.
Have hosts provide estimates when possible.
If the delay is longer than a few minutes, acknowledge it with an apologetic gratis cocktail or appetizer while they wait.

PACKAGED GOODS.

PACKAGED WELL.
Smooth Front Panel
for Labeling

10
Piling dishes high like a circus
act as a way to clear tables.

It’s pretty nerve-wracking to witness someone
pile dirty dishes up their arm while hoping that
they don’t crash to the floor. No one is going to
be happy if plates come clattering down.
“Properly trained staff should be able to
clear tables the correct way, always turned
away from the guest, bending down and
asking for permission when crossing over
to pick up anything,” says Schreiner. Teach
your employees that the most important
thing isn’t to clear the table all at once, but to
do so carefully. n

Product
Clarity

Matt Kirouac is a food writer who eats out
more than he eats in.
Audible Click
Closure

6
PHOTOGRAPHY THINKSTOCK

Asking diners to vacate their table
to make room for another party.

This awkward scenario is often inevitable
when a restaurant is overbooked and guests
are overstaying their welcome. But that
doesn’t make diners feel any less like herded
cattle. Andreas Schreiner, founding partner
and managing director of Miami’s Pubbelly
Restaurant Group, suggests softening the blow
by offering to move guests to the bar and sending out a round of drinks or dessert.
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Stacking
Stabilizers

SmartLock
Closure System

Perfect packaging. It’s what you can
expect from Monogram®. Customers will
appreciate how our packages store foods
safely, keeping the heat or keeping it cool.

For more information about Monogram® products, please visit www.usfoods.com or contact your local US Foods representative. © 2014 US Foods, Inc. All rights reserved.

iHELP

Be efficient and tech savvy at the same time

Data Done Right

In The Clouds
How restaurants are flying high with
cloud-based tech
BY LISA ARNETT

Imagine simplifying how you
track inventory or handle staff
schedules. How about assessing
the success of specials or loyalty
programs from your cellphone?
The growing number of cloud
systems—which store data and
programs on the internet instead of on your computer’s
hard drive—offer more than just
a one-size-fits-all approach to
dealing with management tasks
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big and small.
From streamlined POS systems to curated playlists, cloudbased systems are eliminating
excess paperwork and improving communication, which
means restaurants can speed up
the front and back of the house
and spend more time focusing
on the customer experience.
“The customer benefits from
our pace of change, our flexibil-

Say goodbye to paper. Essentials
like transaction history, loyalty
rewards and even social media accounts are collected easily and stored on cloud-based
systems. Even mobile gets into
the mix with cloud-based apps
that integrate into the rest of
a restaurant’s system. (Think
speedier menu updates from
the POS to mobile and seamless
integration of diners’ data for
marketing campaigns.)
Snap Kitchen is experimenting with a new cloud-based mobile app that will soon tie into
the whole operation. Customers
can currently use the app as a
direct line to find stores, browse
menus and participate in the
loyalty program. Additional
tools like online ordering, delivery and nutrition management
will roll out later this year.
“Every email we send or offer
originates from a cloud system,”
Brittain says. “Equally important is our ability to track the
ROI and customer behavior created by those contacts.”

Bust the Line

Long lines are inevitable in the
drive-thru at Costa Vida, a Mexican counter-service concept

with locations nationwide. But
thanks to Toast, a cloud-based
POS system, staff can expedite
orders by walking the lines with
a tablet.
Line-busting this way demonstrates that you’re trying to cut
down on wait time and provides
more opportunity to interact
with the customer, says Dave
Conger, Costa Vida’s director of
information technology.
“It gives the impression that
you’re technically relevant, that
you care about conveniences and
that you’re trying to make life easier for your customer,” he says.

Curate a Custom Playlist

Music can drive the feel and
pace at restaurants, but playlists
churning out the same tunes can
quickly exhaust staff and customers. To bolster the artsy feel
at Chicago’s Bohemian House,
partner Dan Powell keeps his
playlist updated using Spotify, a
cloud-based music service.
“I can be at home, logged into
my phone or if I’m out shopping
and think, ‘Aw man, I really like
this song’ and with a couple of
clicks I can add it to our playlist,” Powell says.
Powell couples Spotify with a
playlist on SoundCloud, where
he can find lesser-known artists.
Similar to the way they treat the
restaurant’s secret off-menu
cocktail options, staffers disclose the restaurant’s playlist on
Spotify when a diner asks about
the soundtrack. Sending a diner
home with a little music intel
after a great meal is a win-win. n

ILLUSTRATION MIGUEL MONTANER

ity and responsiveness to their
needs and the elegance and
simplicity of the tools we put in
their hands,” says Scott Brittain,
chief technology officer for Snap
Kitchen, a healthy grab-it-andgo concept with locations in Texas, Pennsylvania and Illinois.

DEAR FOOD FANATIC

Seasoned advice on the
front and back of the house

No matter how hard I try, I can’t
get the line cooking consistently.
I’m ready to throw in the towel.

Sustainability begins with
renewable resources

CROSS-TRAINING THE COOKS CAN HELP
YOU OVERCOME THIS PROBLEM AND TURN

the line into a self-policing unit. The more
cooks who know how dishes are supposed to look and taste, the better. For extra quality
assurance, have the chef or owner order dishes randomly to spot-check the crew.
Q. I love running fall specials but don’t want to
stumble into the pumpkin spice trap. Got any ideas?
A. Branch out a little. Try combinations of root
vegetables with unexpected spices, such as mint,
turmeric, sumac or togarashi. Think apples, pears or
pumpkins in savory combinations with cinnamon. In
addition, remember pomegranate, Concord grapes,
Brussels sprouts and figs are in season too, and they
can keep your pairings from becoming cliche.

FOOD FANATIC
Jennifer Steakley is a Food
Fanatics chef for US Foods from
Memphis whose 22 years in the
business help fellow chefs and
restaurateurs “make it.”

@ChefJennS
Follow the Food Fanatic
on Twitter for more tips.

Q. Every time I turn around, there seems to be
another delivery service. How do I choose one?
A. Not all delivery services are created equal, so
learn as much as you can about each one. For instance,
do any of them offer financial incentives? What are the
fees, caveats? Which one will go the extra mile for you?
Create a spreadsheet to compare services, and choose
the one that best suits your needs.
Q. How do I prevent vegetarian and vegan dishes
from being overlooked?
A. Take advantage of the changing seasons. Use
ancient grains like faro and amaranth to make hearty
dishes stand out. Legumes are good, too. Complement
them with earthy roots and fall herbs like sage, or spice
them up with chilies and bitter chocolate.
Q. We’re having a tough time getting food out
fast enough, especially on weekends. Front of the
house says guests have to wait up to 45 minutes.

Got a question for the Food Fanatics?
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My cooks are well trained, so what’s up?
A. You can’t be everything to everybody, so
pare down your menu. Use it as a foundation for the
different dining areas of your restaurant. Offer a
separate, smaller menu for the bar and outdoor
space. For the large, private dining area, create a
family-style menu.

Q. What can I do to keep my cooks around for
the long haul?
A. There’s no way to keep talented cooks around
forever. You can, however, find ways to build and use
their skills while they’re working for you. Feed their
passion and encourage a sense of community at the
same time. Ask each person on the line to create a
dish and present it to the staff. Once the staff gives
some feedback, have the cook tweak it and cost it out.
Feature the dish as a special on the menu.
Q. My Sunday sales are down. I’m considering
not being open this day. Any thoughts?
A. Brunch service is the best way to boost sales on
Sundays. People in general would rather eat brunch
throughout the day instead of lunch or breakfast.
Include brunch favorites like build-your-own omelets
but also don’t reinvent the wheel. Feature some of
your regular best-sellers and easier-to-execute dishes
since this daypart is not a favorite among staff. Lastly,
remember drinks. Add fun flavors to mimosas and top
your bloody marys with the works. n

DELIVERING
SUSTAINABILITY
TO food service
We recognize that our customers care about the
environmental impact of disposable food
service products. To answer this concern, G2 has
partnered with world class factories to
produce a full line of eco-friendly disposables with a
primary focus on total life cycle impact.
Through packaging and container maximization,
reduced handling through direct distribution, and
more efficient logistics channels, we have reduced
the carbon footprint every step of the way.

Socially responsible
manufacturing at state of the
art facilities

Container maximization and optimization
of our global supply chain helps to shrink
our carbon footprint

The heart of G2 is pumping through a sustainable
and ethical supply chain to make our planet a
better place.

Reduced handling with direct
container deliveries to food
distributors

Our products allow you to
take advantage of responsible
disposal options through
recycling and composting
facilities

Send your challenges, comments and suggestions to ask@FoodFanatics.com

For more information, visit G2byChefsChoice.com

I’LL DRINK TO THAT!
THE APPLE JUICE OF
YOUR CHILDHOOD IS
WORKING ITS WAY
INTO THE FOOD AND
DRINK OF ADULTHOOD.

IN
THE
HOUSE
THE DRINK OF THE
MOMENT COMMANDS
THE BAR AND BEYOND
BY ARI BENDERSKY
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Fermented apple juice—or
hard cider, as it’s more commonly known—has become a venerable part of the bar. But it’s also
making inroads as a drink for
food pairings, as an ingredient in
dishes and as the foundation for
a concept.
Sales of cider at off-premises retailers (which include restaurants)
surpassed $436 million last year
after topping out at $44 million in
2010, according to Chicago-based
market research firm IRI.
Once the table wine of America’s earliest settlers, hard cider fell
out of favor during Prohibition—
and only recently re-emerged as
a favored beverage, thanks to the
proliferation of upstart craft cider
producers over the past decade
and their efforts to transform its
flavor profile from sickly sweet to
complex and multidimensional.
Hard cider’s lower alcohol content is also a draw, operators say.
What’s more, cider has proved
to be an excellent choice for
menu pairings, says Aaron Zacharias, managing partner of Chicago cider pub and bistro The
Northman. Cheese leads the
charge as the perfect pairing, but
it can really run the gamut from
grilled and fried fish to earthy
foods and grilled meats, he says.
Indeed, cider matches up with
nearly anything, including pork
and gamey meat.
Ciders work especially well
with heartier fall and winter fare,
says Mattie Beason of Black Twig
Cider House in Durham, North
Carolina. “It’s the best all-around
pairing” for the flavors of those
seasons, she explains, because it

brings elements of sweet, sour
and tart to the food.
But any menu item paired with
a complex, high-acid white wine
could also partner with a farmstead cider, says Gregory Hall,
who started Fennville, Michigan-based Virtue Cider. “Certain
ciders ... can have as much or
more acidity than wine,” he says.
With so many cideries cropping up around the country, from
Michigan and the Pacific Northwest to upstate New York, hard
cider gives restaurants another
way to express their local ethos.
Restaurants can showcase their
knowledge of the global cider
market, meanwhile, by adding
varieties from Spain’s Asturias
region or Normandy, France, to
their drinks menu.
“The domestic market is making it easier, from a price point, to
get cider in front of people,” Beason says. But it’s also helping drive
up revenue.
“People love things on tap,” she
continues. “The smaller the serving, like 12-ounce cans at 6 percent alcohol, (the more likely it is)
you’ll get a third sale out of people. It’s low alcohol, easy to drink
and clean.”
For many consumers, she adds,
the thinking is: “If you want one

more drink, have a cider.”
To boost the beverage’s versatility, many producers blend
cider with juice from other fruit,
such as cranberries and cherries,
or from spices like ginger. Some
infuse cider with hops to attract
hops-loving beer drinkers. And
others are aging cider in used wine
or bourbon barrels for more complexity. Because cider mixes well
with most spirits, it’s become a fun
twist for cocktails.
It’s also great to cook with, says
Sara Harvey, chef de cuisine at
Seattle’s Capitol Cider, one of the
first cider-focused restaurants in
the country. With 20 rotating cider taps and an additional 150 bottled ciders, Harvey’s opportunities
for experimentation are endless.
“With its sugar content, it reduces quite well, so you can make
amazing gastriques or sauces,” she
says, adding that she also includes
cider in her fish batter for complexity and crunch. “With our rotating and robust draft program, I
get a constantly updated selection
of ciders to play with.” n
Ari Bendersky is a Chicago-based
writer and author who enjoys
hard cider as a concept and in a
cold glass. Follow him on Twitter
@aribendersky.

Pucker Up to Fall
Bartender Jacob Allan
Capitol Cider, Seattle

2 fresh cranberries
2 cucumber wheels
1 orange slice
1 ounce grapefruit juice
1 ounce honey syrup
½ ounce orange juice
½ ounce lime juice
4 ounces Seattle Dry Cider

Muddle fruit, add juices and syrup;
shake. Top with cider. Makes 1
serving.

For more recipes,
view the magazine
online at
FOODFANATICS.COM

PRESS ON

2 concepts keyed into hard cider
WASSAIL, NEW YORK CITY
WassailNYC.com
Owners Jennifer Lim, her husband, Ben Sandler, and Sabine
Hrechdakian
> Twelve ciders on tap, around
five by the glass, and 100 by the
bottle
> Cider-centric restaurant offering
a seasonally driven menu inspired by cider-making regions
locally and around the world
> Wide selection of cocktails
incorporating cider and other
apple-based spirits

CAPITOL CIDER, SEATTLE
Capitolcider.com
Owner Julie Tall and Executive
Chef Erik Jackson
>Over 20 ciders on tap and more
than 150 domestic and international bottled selections, including
California, France, Montana, Spain,
British Columbia and England
>100 percent gluten-free menu
> Eating and drinking are complemented by live music, movies and
games split on two levels

HOW TO SELL
HARD CIDER
> Offer cider flights
> Suggest menu and cider pairings
> Host events with local cidermakers
> Tout that most ciders are
wheat-free
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Mine the math for a smarter menu
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roasted walnut and cauliflower tacos

california walnuts | cilantro | cotija cheese | fresh salsa

Nowadays, even non-vegetarians are cutting back on meat to improve health. California Walnut and
Cauliflower Tacos look and taste just as delicious as those made with ground meat and are 100% vegetarian.
Why not add them as a meatless option to your menu today?

For more, visit Walnuts.org

